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ABSTRACT 
One of the main challenges for the characterization of printing systems consists, for a given 
substrate, in establishing the relationship between surface coverages of the selected set of inks 
and the spectral reflectances of the printed ink halftones. Knowledge of print halftone spectral 
reflectances enables deducing their colors. Models enabling the prediction of spectral 
reflectances as a function of surface coverages of the inks are helpful in characterizing printers 
and in creating printer profiles. The presented base models for color halftone reproduction are 
either surface models such as the Yule-Nielsen modified spectral Neugebauer model or 
physically inspired models accounting for the interaction of light, inks and substrate such as the 
Clapper-Yule model. As a complement to reflectance prediction models, we introduce  ink  
spreading models that account for the interaction between superposed ink halftones and the 
substrate. They help understanding and modeling the dot gain phenomena present in most 
printing systems.  Finally, we compare the prediction accuracies of the different models for 
different printing technologies, paper types and screen frequencies.  
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Interaction of light, ink halftones and substrate, printer characterization, color prediction model, 
spectral reflectance prediction, Demichel equations, Yule-Nielsen modified spectral 
Neugebauer model (YNSN), cellular Yule-Nielsen model, two-by-two centering model, 
Clapper-Yule model, low-scattering Clapper-Yule model, Williams-Clapper model, ink 
spreading models, color prediction model accuracy.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Today’s color reproduction systems aim at producing without manual intervention color 
images, which are as close as possible to the original images. Color images shall be transferable 
from one device to the next and still look similar when shown on a display or printed on paper. 
In order to be able to create on a given printer images whose colors are as faithfully reproduced 
as possible, it is necessary to characterize that printer, i.e. to specify for a given selection of 
paper, inks, and halftones, the color response it provides when asked to print with given 
amounts of inks. Once characterized, a printer can be inserted into a color reproduction 
workflow.  
 
There are many additional reasons for characterizing a printer. Printer manufacturers may for 
example want to dynamically characterize their printers in order to verify that the printer 
operation mode has not drifted away. Depending on the result of this characterization, they may 
also adapt printing parameters in order to ensure that for given control values the printed colors 
remain identical. Finally, thanks to color prediction models, the usage of the inks can be 
optimized. In modern 6, 9 or 12 ink printers, there are many possibilities of printing a given 
color. The color prediction model may help the software to decide, according to given 
optimization criteria, which set of inks to select in order to print a given color within a given 
context. Possible optimization criteria can be the minimization ink usage [1], the low visibility 
of halftones [2], or the minimization of metamerism when observing a print under various light 
sources [3].  
 
Since more than 50 years, there have been attempts to create models predicting the color of 
printed halftone images. In order to offer accurate predictions, such models need to take into 
account both the interactions between the inks and the paper and between the light and the 
halftone print. Many different phenomena influence the reflection spectrum of a color halftone 
patch printed on a diffusely reflecting substrate (e.g. paper). These phenomena comprise the 
surface (Fresnel) reflection at the interface between the air and the paper, light scattering and 
reflection within the substrate (i.e. the paper bulk), and the internal (Fresnel) reflections at the 
interface between the paper and the air. The lateral scattering of light within the paper substrate 
and the internal reflections at the interface between the paper and the air are responsible for 
what is generally called the optical dot gain, known as the Yule-Nielsen effect. In addition, due 
to the printing process, the deposited ink surface coverage is generally larger than the nominal 
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coverage that the printer is asked to print, yielding a “physical” dot gain (also called 
“mechanical” dot gain). The ink surface coverages effectively printed depend on the nature of 
the printing process, on the inks, on the paper surface, on the paper bulk, and also on the 
specific superpositions of individual ink halftones. 
 
In the present contribution, we present a number of reflectance prediction models. Their ability 
to achieve a given prediction accuracy depends on the context, i.e. the combination of print 
technology, substrate, inks and halftoning methods. We restrict the presentation to mainstream 
models relying on classical halftoning techniques, where the halftone layers are printed 
independently one from another, i.e. classical mutually rotated clustered dot screens, blue noise 
halftones and error-diffusion halftones.  
 
2. CATEGORIES OF REFLECTANCE PREDICTION MODELS 
In order to guide the reader, let us give first a brief overview of the categories of color print 
prediction models and then present basic assumptions about ink halftones and colorants on 
which these color prediction models rely. Colorants, also called Neugebauer primaries, are 
formed by the individual inks, by ink superpositions and by the paper white. Color halftones 
are formed by the juxtaposed colorants formed by the superposition of the individual ink dot 
halftone layers (see Figure 16).  
 
Surface models rely on the surfaces of the colorants formed as superpositions of ink halftones. 
Such surface models assume that the reflected (or transmitted) light is a function of the 
effective surface coverage of the colorants or of base patterns forming an ink halftone. These 
surface models don’t rely on the detailed analysis of the light propagation and light attenuation 
within the print. They generally consist of an empirical formula creating the relationship 
between colorant surface coverages and reflected light.   
 
Physically inspired halftone print reflection models rely on a more detailed analysis of the 
interaction between the light and the print. The light paths within a halftone print are analyzed 
and the resulting attenuation of light is described by mathematical equations.  
 
Ink spreading models aim at characterizing the effective surface of a colorant or of an ink dot, 
after it has been printed at a given desired nominal surface coverage (control value). The 
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physical dot gain (also called mechanical dot gain) is defined as the difference between 
effective and nominal surface coverage. It characterizes how much an ink dot spreads out when 
printed on paper or when printed on another ink.  
 
Further reflection models described in the chapters that follow concern point spread-based 
models, light propagation probability models, Monte-Carlo based light transportation models 
as well as Kubelka-Munk inspired two-flux models.  
 
Independence of ink layers and calculation of surface coverages 
For the spectral prediction models described below, we calculate surface coverages of the 
colorants formed by inks and superpositions of inks by making the assumption that the ink 
layers, for example the cyan, magenta, yellow and black layers, are spatially laid out 
independently one from another. In the present context, independence means that if a light ray 
hits a given position on the paper, the probabilities that the different halftone ink layers contain 
an ink dot at this position are independent one from another. As illustration, consider a first 
layer (cyan) whose halftone dot grows horizontally and a second ink layer (magenta) whose 
halftone dot grows vertically. 
region of  
Magenta ink 
region of 
cyan ink  
Blue 
colorant 
Magenta 
colorant 
Cyan 
colorant 
     
cyan ink surface coverage :   c 
magenta ink surface coverage:  m 
cyan colorant surface coverage  ac 
magenta colorant surface coverage: am
blue colorant surface coverage:  ab 
white colorant surface coverage:   aw 
 
Figure 1: Example of a halftone with two ink halftone dots, forming 4 different colorant 
surfaces.  
 
Let us assume that the total surface of the halftone element of Figure 1 is one. The respective 
surface coverages of the cyan and magenta inks are respectively c and m, having values 
between 0 and 1. Let us assume that light rays are thrown into the halftone element surface, and 
that their probability to fall within a specific location of that surface follows a uniform 
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distribution. Then the probability P(c) to fall on a cyan ink dot of surface coverage c is equal to 
c and the probability P(m) to fall on a magenta ink dot of surface coverage m is equal to m.  
 
The visible colorants form a “puzzle” of juxtaposed colors, composed of the paper, the inks and 
their superpositions. In case of Figure 1, the colorant cyan is the region covered by ink cyan 
only, without superposed magenta and the colorant magenta is the region covered by ink 
magenta only, without superposed cyan. Colorant white is the region covered by no ink and 
colorant blue is the region covered by both cyan and magenta inks.  
 
If the ink halftone dots are laid out independently, as in Figure 1, the probability of a light ray 
to hit the cyan colorant is the probability of hitting the cyan ink multiplied by the probability of 
not hitting the magenta ink. Similar considerations apply for the other colorants. We obtain  
 ( )  ( ) (1- ( ))
 ( )  ( ) (1- ( ))
 ( )  ( ) ( )
 ( )  (1- ( )) (1- ( ))
P Colorant cyan P c P m
P Colorant magenta P m P c
P Colorant blue P c P m
P Colorant white P c P m
  
  
  
  
 (1) 
 
Since for an incoming photon the probability to hit a given colorant is proportional to the 
surface coverage of that colorant, we can deduce the surface coverages ac, am, ab, aw of the 
individual colorants cyan, magenta, blue and white:  
   ( )  ( ) (1- ( ))  (1-  )
   ( )  ( ) (1- ( ))  (1-  )
    ( )  ( ) ( )  
  ( )  (1- ( )) (1- ( ))  (1-  ) (1-  
c
m
b
w
a P Colorant cyan P c P m c m
a P Colorant magenta P m P c c m
a P Colorant blue P c P m c m
a P Colorant white P c P m c m
     
     
     
      )
    (2) 
This simple calculation of colorant surfaces has been deduced by Demichel [4].  
 
Along the same reasoning line, with 3 inks, we obtain equations (3) expressing the 8 colorant 
surface coverages as a function of ink surface coverages of the cyan (c), magenta (m) and 
yellow (y) ink surface coverages. The colorants are white, cyan, magenta, yellow, red 
(superposed magenta and yellow), green (superposed cyan and yellow), blue (superposed 
magenta and cyan), and black (superposed cyan, magenta and yellow). 
white:    aw = (1 c) (1 m) (1 y) ;  cyan:  ac = c (1 m) (1 y)  
magenta: am = (1 c) m (1 y); yellow: ay= (1 c) (1 m) y 
red: ar = (1 c) my ;  green: ag = c (1 m) y     (3)  
blue: ab = c m (1 y) ;  black: ak = c m y 
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With 4 inks we obtain similar expressions for the 16 colorants, where k is the surface coverage 
of the black ink : 
 
white:    aw = (1 c) (1 m) (1 y) (1 k) ;  cyan: ac = c (1 m) (1 y) (1 k)   
magenta: am = (1 c) m (1 y) (1 k); yellow: ay= (1 c) (1 m) y(1 k) 
red: amy = (1 c) my(1 k)  ;   green: acy = c (1 m) y (1 k)    (4) 
blue: acm = c m (1 y) (1 k) ;   chromatic black: acmy = c m y(1 k) 
black:  aw = (1 c) (1 m) (1 y) k ; cyanBlack: ack = c (1 m) (1 y) k    
magentaBlack: amk = (1 c) m (1 y) k; yellowBlack: ayk= (1 c) (1 m) y k 
redBlack: amyk = (1 c) my k  ;   greenBlack: acyk = c (1 m) y k  
blueBlack: acmk = c m (1 y) k;   totalBlack: acmyk = c m y k 
 
These equations are valid in all cases where the inks halftone dots are independently laid out, 
e.g. in stochastic screening, in error diffusion, as well as in mutually rotated clustered dot 
screens [5].  
3. SURFACE COLOR PREDICTION MODELS 
Surface color prediction models rely on the fundamental assumption that (a) colorant surfaces 
are or can be assimilated to uniform surfaces and (b) that the attenuation of light by a print 
halftone expressed by its reflectance is a direct function of the surface coverages of the 
colorants. First color models, such as the Neugebauer model [6] relied on a linear color mixture 
model, i.e. they assumed that the light reflected by a halftone patch is the sum of the light 
reflected by the individual colorants, weighed by their respective surface coverages.  
 
3.1  The Neugebauer model 
In a 3D colorimetric space, for example the CIE-XYZ tri-stimulus color space, the Neugebauer 
color prediction model can be expressed for a cmy halftone composed of 8 colorants of known 
tri-stimulus values white W= (XW,YW,ZW)T, cyan C=(XC,YC,ZC)T, magenta M=(XM,YM,ZM)T, 
yellow Y=(XY,YY,ZY)T , red R=(XR,YR,ZR)T, green G=(XG,YG,Zg)T, blue B=(XG,YG,ZG)T, and 
chromatic black K=(XG,YG,ZG)T. According to the Neugebauer model, the reflected color 
H=(XH,YH,ZH)T of such a color halftone is  
 H = aw W + ac C + am M + ay Y + ar R + ag G + ab B + ak K       (5) 
By inserting the Demichel equations (3) for the colorant surface coverages ai, we obtain as 
reflected color the result of a tri-linear interpolation within a unit cube whose vertices are the 
CIE-XYZ tri-stimulus values of the colorants.  
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Figure 2: The cube formed by the colorants. 
 
The Neugebauer model has been extended to work with spectral reflectances. With the spectral 
reflectances Rw(),  Rc(), Rm(), Ry(), Rr(), Rg(), Rb(), Rk()  of the respective colorants 
white, cyan, magenta, yellow, red, green, blue and black, the halftone reflectance according to 
the spectral Neugebauer model is  
 
R()= aw Rw()+ac Rc()+am Rm()+ay Ry()+ar Rr()+ag Rg()+ab Rb()+ak Rk()    (6) 
 
The Murray-Davis model [7] is a special case of the Neugebauer model, where only two 
different colorants are present: one ink and paper white. Let us derive the Murray-Davis model 
(Figure 3). All symbols used in the present section refer either to a single wavelength or to the 
response of a sensor integrating the stimuli according to its spectral sensitivity over a certain 
wavelength range.   
Paper bulk 
Ink halftone 
(a)   
 
(b)   
Figure 3: (a) Incident and exit locations of light are located within the same area (ink dot or 
unprinted paper), (b) due to lateral propagation of light, the incident and exit locations of light 
may be on different areas.    
 
Let us assume that the incident light Iin strikes a black ink halftone of surface coverage ak. A 
solid non-inked paper patch reflects a fraction Rp of the incident light, where Rp is the 
reflectance of paper. In a solid black ink patch, light travels through the ink layer (attenuation 
Tk ) is reflected by the paper bulk and travels again through the ink layer before exiting patch. 
Light reflected by the paper is therefore attenuated twice by the ink layer and the corresponding 
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reflectance is Rk = Tk2 Rp . Then, according to the Neugebauer equation, the overall reflectance 
is the weighted mean of the reflectances of the unprinted paper and the inked areas, with the 
weights being formed by their respective surface coverages. The reflected light Irefl  is 
Irefl = Iin [(1ak) Rp +  ak  Rk ]= Iin [(1ak) Rp +  ak  Tk2 Rp ]       (7) 
From the reflectance Rm of the corresponding halftone, which can be measured, one can deduce 
the surface coverage ak of the ink. The corresponding formula, known as Murray-Davis 
formula is obtained as follows.  
Rm = Irefl / Iin = [(1ak) Rp +  ak  Rk  ] = ak [Rk Rp] + Rp       (8)
 
m p p m
k
k p p k
R R R R
a
R R R R
               (9) 
Expressed in terms of optical density D, defined as D=-log10(R), the reflectance becomes 
R=10D and Eq. (9) becomes 
 
( )
( )
10 10 1 (10 /10 ) 1 10
10 10 1 (10 /10 ) 1 10
p p m pm m
p p k pk k
D D D DD D
k D D D DD D
a
    
    
    
  
      (10) 
where Dp is the optical density of the paper, Dk is the optical density of the solid ink patch, and 
Dm the optical density of the halftone. Expression (10) is the Murray-Davis formula which is 
useful for estimating the dot size ak of a halftone with a densitometer giving directly the 
measured densities Dp, Dk, Dm, of respectively the paper, the full tone and the halftone.  
           
The “Murray-Davis” dot size is widely used by offset printer operators in order to verify that 
the dot gain of the cyan, magenta, yellow and black ink dots printed on paper are within given 
bounds, see [8]. The dot gain is calculated as the obtained Murray-Davis dot size minus the 
nominal surface coverage that the printer is asked to print (also called control value). The 
densitometers used in the printing industry integrate the incoming light over the visible 
wavelength range according to sensibilities given by standards such as the DIN 16536-2 
standard [9]. 
 
3.2  Yule-Nielsen formula accounting for lateral propagation of light       
In the following sections, we consider light stimuli to be spectrally distributed. Wavelength 
dependent stimuli, reflectances or transmittances are functions of wavelength and named 
accordingly, e.g. I(), R() or T().  Let us now assume that light propagates laterally within 
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the print. If the lateral propagation of light is strong in respect to the halftone period, then the 
probability of a light ray to exit the print at a given ink location is independent from the 
position where the light ray entered the print. The attenuation of light entering the print and the 
attenuation of light exiting the print are therefore independent. The attenuation of light 
traversing the halftone ink layer from above is [(1ak) . 1 +  ak  Tk()], where value “1” stands 
for the transmittance of the non-inked halftone area. Light is then reflected by the paper bulk 
with an attenuation Rp(). It traverses again the ink layer and is attenuated by [(1ak) 1 +  ak  Tk 
()]. The global attenuation is the multiplication of these three attenuations. 
 Irefl() = Iin() [(1-ak)+ak  Tk() ]Rp() [(1ak)+ak  Tk() ]= Iin() [(1-ak)+ak Tk() ]2 Rp()      (11) 
With the black reflectance Rk() = Tk()2 Rp(), we obtain for the overall reflectance Rm() of 
the halftone  
        Rm() = Irefl() / Iin() =  [(1-ak) +  ak  Tk() ]2 Rp()  
                  =   [(1-ak) +  ak ( Rk() /Rp ())1/2]2 Rp() =  [(1-ak) Rp()1/2 +  ak   Rk()1/2]2      (12) 
We observe that the Yule-Nielsen [11] formula (12) creates a non-linear relation expressing  
the halftone reflectance as a function of the unprinted paper reflectance and the inked paper 
reflectance. Since Rm()1/2 =[(1-ak) Rp()1/2 +  ak  Rk()1/2], we a have a linear relationship in the 
modified reflectance space R()1/2. 
 
Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer Model (YNSN) 
Since both the Murray-Davis and the Neugebauer model do not take into account the lateral 
propagation of light within the paper bulk nor the internal reflections (Fresnel reflections) at the 
paper - air interface, their predictions are not accurate [10]. Yule and Nielsen [11] expressed 
the reflected stimulus of a single ink halftone as a non-linear relationship between the reflected 
stimulus of paper and the reflected stimulus of the solid ink. This non-linear relationship, a 
generalization of Eq. (12), is a power function, whose exponent n is fitted according to the 
stimulus responses of a limited set of measured halftone patches. Viggiano [12] applied the 
Yule-Nielsen relationship to the spectral Neugebauer equations, yielding the Yule-Nielsen 
modified Spectral Neugebauer (YNSN) model  
1
( ) ( )
n
n
i i
i
R a R                 (13) 
where Ri expresses the spectral reflectance of colorant i, ai  expresses its effective surface 
coverage and the exponent n is a scalar value generally higher than 1.  
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One can measure separately the reflectance Ri of each solid colorant. However, in order to make 
accurate predictions, the effective surface coverage ai of each colorant i of the halftone needs to 
be known as well as the optimal n-value associated with the considered combination of paper, 
inks, and color halftoning method. In general, the effective surface coverages ai of the colorants 
are obtained by mapping nominal to effective surface coverages. The mapping functions are 
established at model calibration time, by printing and measuring the reflectance of a number of 
uniform color calibration patches, at specific nominal halftone surface coverages such as 0.25, 
0.5, 0.75. The corresponding effective surface coverages are fitted, i.e. they are obtained by an 
optimization process minimizing a difference metric between measured reflectance and 
reflectance predicted according to the selected spectral prediction model (e.g. the YNSN model 
described by Eq.(13)).  Detailed explanations about how to obtain effective surface coverages 
according an ink spreading model are given in Section 5.  
 
Once the ink spreading model is associated with the spectral prediction model, the optimal n-
value is obtained by trying to calibrate the spectral prediction model with different n-values, for 
example by traversing the set of all possible n-values between 1 and 20 in steps of 0.1, and by 
selecting the n-value minimizing the sum of square differences between the predicted and the 
measured reflectance components of a subset of measured patches, e.g. the calibration patches.  
 
3.3   Cellular Yule-Nielsen modified spectral  Neugebauer model (CYNSN) 
In order to provide a higher prediction accuracy, Heuberger et al. [13] proposed an approach 
where the full domain of the ink surface variations (Figure 2) is divided into sub-domains. The 
vertices of these subdomains, corresponding to specific nominal surface coverages of the inks, 
have known measured reflectances. Since the subdomains span a smaller subset of the color 
space compared with the original domain, the spectral prediction model relying on a function of 
subdomain vertex reflectances provides more accurate predictions. Subdomains may be created 
by dividing the CMY surface coverage unit cube into 8 subcubes (subdomains), formed by 
combinations of 0%, 50% and 100% surface coverages of the cyan, magenta and yellow inks 
(Figure 4a). With such a subdivision, the number of primary reflectances increases from 8 to 
27. Each subdomain, for example the one formed by ink coverages varying between 0% and 
50%, forms itself a spectral Neugebauer model formed by 8 of the 27 primary reflectances. In 
the case of 4 inks (CMYK), the same subdivision strategy can be applied in 4 dimensions. The 
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initial 4D cube is subdivided into 16 subcubes, increasing the number of vertex reflectances 
from 24=16 to 34=81. 
 
Balasubramanian [14] has shown that the cellular subdivision is also applicable to the Yule-
Nielsen spectral Neugebauer model (name: CYNSN or simply "cellular Yule-Nielsen"). In 
order to achieve an even higher prediction accuracy, one can further subdivide each subcube 
into subsubcubes. However, for 3 inks, this additional subdivision step increases the number of 
measurements to 53 = 125 and for 4 inks to 54 = 625. There have been attempts to improve the 
cellular Yule-Nielsen model by an octtree like hierarchical subdivision of the initial cube until 
the desired prediction accuracy is reached within each leaf subcube [15]. 
 
(a)                       (b)     
Figure 4: (a) Subdivision of the ink surface coverage space into subdomains produced by all 
combinations of 0%, 50% and 100% surface coverages of the three inks. (b) The subdomain 
with nominal surface coverages between 0% and 50%. At the vertices of the subdomain cube, 
subdomain primary reflectances Rc,m,y(λ) have been measured. 
 
Let us describe in detail the cellular Yule-Nielsen model with one subdivision level. The  
Neugebauer primaries, called subdomain primaries, are formed by surface coverages at all 
combinations of 0%, 50% and 100% surface coverages (33 = 27 combinations). Figure 4b  
illustrates a subdomain where the cyan, magenta and yellow ink surface coverages vary from 0 
to 0.5. Within each subdomain, the surface coverages are normalized. For an arbitrary cellular 
subdivision and with cyan, magenta and yellow ink surface coverages c, m, y within a 
subdomain delimited by c  [cl,ch ], m  [ml,mh] and y  [yl,yh], the normalized c', m', y' ink 
coverages are 
 '   ; '   ; '
l l l
h l h l h l
c c m m y yc m y
c c m m y y
               (14) 
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The predicted reflectance R(λ) of a halftone of surface coverages c  [cl,ch ], m  [ml,mh], y  
[yl,yh] is obtained by tri-linear interpolation of cube vertex reflectances 
 
 1/, ,
1/ 1/
, , , ,
1/ 1/
, , , ,
1/
, , , ,
( ) (1 ')(1 ')(1 ') ( )
'(1 ')(1 ') ( ) (1 ') '(1 ') ( )
(1 ')(1 ') ' ( ) (1 ') ' ' ( )
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where Rcx,mx,yx(λ) represents the measured spectral reflectance at surface coverages (c,m,y) of 
the cyan, magenta and yellow inks, either at the low end of the interval (x=l) or at the high end 
of the interval (x=h).  
 
Accounting for ink spreading within the CYNSN model 
In order to improve the prediction accuracy, one may, instead of increasing the number of 
subdomains, account for ink spreading within each subdomain [16]. Within each subdomain, 
one ink spreading curve is associated to each ink and expresses the ink spreading behavior of 
its corresponding halftone dot. Since the physical dot gain of one ink within a subdomain does 
not depend strongly on the other ink surface coverages, we consider the ink spreading of each 
ink independently of the presence or absence of other superposed inks (see Sections 5 and 6). 
For each ink i within each subdomain j, we define an ink spreading curve fi,j(u'i,j) mapping the 
normalized ink coverage u'i,j to a normalized effective ink coverage u'i,j,eff. The ink spreading 
curves may be obtained by printing halftones in one ink superposition condition, i.e. with one 
ink at a nominal surface coverage corresponding to the mid-range of the considered subdomain 
and the other inks at their lower bounds. For instance, the ink spreading curve for the cyan ink 
(i=c) within the subdomain j delimited by its low (l) and high (h) bounds  ui=c,j  [cjl cjh], ui=m,j 
 [mjl,mjh] and ui=y,j  [yjl,yjh] is established by printing a halftone at cyan mid-range, magenta 
low and yellow low bound ink nominal surface coverages, i.e. a halftone at cyan ui=c,j = (cjl + 
cjh)/2, at magenta ui=m,j = mjl and at yellow ui=y,j = yjl and by measuring its 
reflectance ( )/2, , ( )c c m yjl jh jl jlR  . Then, the mid-range cyan normalized effective surface 
coverage qi=c,j is fitted by minimizing the sum of square differences between the measured 
halftone reflectance spectrum , ( )i c jR   and the corresponding predicted reflectance spectrum  
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,ˆ ( )i c jR  . 
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The two other qi=m,j and qi=y,j mid-range normalized effective surface coverages are obtained in 
a similar manner, by exchanging in Eq. (16) the “c” and the “m” and then the “c” and the “y” 
indices. The fitted mid-range normalized effective surface coverage qi,j indicates the amount of 
ink spreading of ink i within the subdomain j. The ink spreading curves u'i,j,eff = fi,j(u'i,j) within 
the subdomain j are obtained by quadratic interpolation between the points (0,0), (0.5,qi,j) and 
(1,1), with u'i,j,eff = (2  4·qi,j) u'i,j2 + (4· qi,j  1) u'i,j. 
 
Computing the mid-range normalized effective surface coverages qi=c,j, qi=m,j and qi=y,j with Eq. 
(16) requires for each subdomain j three spectral reflectance measurements. For a 3 ink cellular 
model, we would therefore need 27 measurements of Neugebauer primaries and 24 
measurements for fitting the 3 ink spreading curves with each subdomain.  
 
In order to decrease the number of reflectance measurements to one per subdomain, we propose 
to jointly fit the mid-range normalized effective surface coverages qi=c,j, qi=m,j, qi=y,j on a single 
halftone located at the center of the considered subdomain 
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where the center Ri=center, j of each subdomain j is for each ink the point located midway 
between the highest and lowest ink surface coverages: 
, ( ) / 2,( ) / 2,( ) / 2( ) ( )i center j c c m m y yjl jh jl jh jl jhR R         (18) 
 
Figure 5 illustrates a cyan normalized dot gain curve for a CMY laser print, where the 
normalized dot gain is defined as di,j(u'i,j) = fi,j(u'i,j) - u'i,j, here within the subdomain j=1 
delimited by c  [0,0.5], m  [0,0.5] and y  [0,0.5]. In this example, the computed cyan mid-
range normalized effective surface coverage qi=c,1 for an optimal n-value of 14 calculated with 
Eq. (17) is equal to 0.61. It represents a normalized dot gain of 0.11 in the range [0,1] and 
therefore a real dot gain of 0.055 in the range [0,0.5]. The cellular Yule-Nielsen model 
prediction error for the considered halftone without taking into account the dot gain is ΔE94 = 
3.60. Introducing the dot gain obtained by the fitted cyan mid-range normalized effective 
surface coverages qi=c,j decreases for this halftone the prediction error to ΔE94 = 0.22.  
                                                           
 
Figure 5: Cyan dot gain curve corresponding to the cyan ink spreading curve within the 
subdomain c,m,y  [0,0.5], for a CMY laser print (Brother 4000-HL) at a screen frequency of 
120 lpi and using an optimal n-value of 14. 
 
As in the classical YNSN model, the optimal n-value is found by predicting for successive n-
values with the ink spreading enhanced cellular Yule-Nielsen model the center of subdomain 
reflectances. The n-value yielding the minimal average prediction error is kept as the optimal n-
value for the considered setup of printer, inks and paper. 
 
The cellular Yule-Nielsen model accounting for ink spreading (IS-CYNSN) is illustrated in 
Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Cellular Yule-Nielsen model accounting for ink spreading (IS-CYNSN). 
 
At model calibration time, the subdomain ink spreading curves fi,j(u'i,j) are established either by 
separately fitting the interpolation coefficients with Eq. (16) or by jointly fitting the 
interpolation coefficients with Eq. (17). At prediction time, nominal ink surface coverages of 
the considered halftone are normalized according to Eq. (14), the normalized effective ink 
surface coverages are deduced by making use of the corresponding ink spreading curves, the 
normalized effective surface coverages of the subdomain Neugebauer primary reflectances are 
calculated according to the Demichel equations (3) and the halftone reflection spectrum is 
predicted according to Eq. (15). 
 
3.4  The two-by-two centering model  
Ideally, a single printed dot is a perfect square of uniform ink thickness. In practice it looks 
more like an oval with a non-uniform thickness profile. Its exact size and thickness profile 
depends if its neighborhood pixel locations are printed or not. Pappas [17] has developed an 
approach where the "grayscale" value of a printed dot is predicted according to whether its 
neighboring 8 pixels are printed or not. This prediction is then used to optimally halftone input 
grayscale images. 
 
Shen-ge Wang [18] developed an improved method, where only a two-by-two pixel 
neighborhood is analyzed. The vertex of each square forming a printable pixel is the center of a 
two-by-two pixel neighborhood. An elementary square of the size of one pixel, called "two-by-
two" square, is laid out across the considered 4 neighboring pixels (Figure 7).  
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   (a)      (b) 
Figure 7: (a) Representative two by two square patterns G0 to G6 for single ink prints and (b) 
example of a 4 x 4 pixel halftone, overlaid by corresponding two-by-two square patterns.  
 
Let us first consider a single ink print. Each two-by-two square is representative for the real 
printed layout at the junction of its 4 neighboring printable pixels. Since each pixel associated 
with a two-by-two square can be on or off, the two-by-two square can have  24 = 16 different 
reflectance values. By taking into account horizontal, vertical and central symmetries, the 
number of representative reflectance values of two-by-two squares that need to be 
differentiated can be reduced to 7 (Figure 7). These 7 different reflectances can be learned by 
measuring the reflectances of tiles, each one composed of only one of these representative two-
by-two patterns, repeated over a large surface. Figure 8 gives the calibration tiles associated 
with the corresponding representative two-by-two squares. 
 
                               
        G0                  G1              G2              G3             G4               G5               G6             
Figure 8: Calibration tiles associated to the corresponding representative two-by-two squares. 
 
In order to predict the reflectance of any input halftone or pattern image with the learned 
representative two-by-two patterns, one traverses the input image, by moving a two-by-two unit 
square from pixel square vertex to pixel square vertex, finding its associated representative 
pattern and creating an output bitmap formed of two-by-two unit squares labeled as G0 to G6 
(Figure 7). The input image is now segmented into two-by-two labeled unit squares. Since the 
"microscopic" reflectance of each two-by-two labeled unit square is known, the "macroscopic" 
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reflectance of a larger tile can be computed, for example a tile covering the area of a halftone. 
The reflectance of an image area formed by an assembly of two-by-two unit square reflectances 
may be calculated with the Yule-Nielsen modified spectral Neugebauer model (YNSN), 
according to Equation (19), where im is the number of occurrences of representative two-by-
two pattern Gm in the considered area and Rm() is its corresponding measured reflectance 
spectrum. 
    6 61/ 1/
0 0
n n
m m m
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          (19)  
 
The two-by-two centering model can be extended to multiple ink prints [19]. For dots within a 
two-by-two tile being printed with more than the black and white colors, the number of patterns 
that can occur within a two-by-two tile increases significantly. The number of possible 
arrangements for the four printed dots of a two-by-two tile and for N solid colorants is N4. In 
the case of a CMY print (8 colorants), there are 84=4096 possible colors arrangements within a 
single two-by-two tile. If we remove both the horizontal and the vertical symmetries, 
P(8)=1072 independent patterns remain.  In the case of 4 inks, there are 16 solid colorants and 
164=65536 possible arrangements. By removing horizontal and vertical symmetries, 
P(16)=16576 independent patterns remain. Let us rewrite Equation (19) for the case of color 
predictions with N solid colorants 
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For N solid colorants, the number of remaining patterns P(N) remaining after considering 
horizontal and vertical symmetries can be calculated as follows. We first consider the total 
number of arrangement Q(N) = N4. In the following arrangements, a horizontal or vertical 
symmetry does not induce two different patterns: (a) same color on all 4 pixels, (b) in respect to 
horizontal symmetry, same color on the two horizontal neighboring pixels and (c) in respect to 
vertical symmetry, same color on two neighboring vertical pixels. Table 1 gives the number of 
arrangements for these cases, both for 3 ink and 4 ink prints.  
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  Table 1. Calculation of symmetry reduced representative patterns 
 3 inks (N=8 colorants) 4 inks (N=16 colorants) 
Uniform color of all 4 pixels 8 arrangements 16 arrangements 
Horizontal neighbors of 
uniform color, but vertical 
neighbors of different colors 
Select 2 from 8 colorants  
8
2
    =28 arrangements 
Select 2 from 16 colorants  
16
2
    =120 arrangements 
Vertical neighbors of uniform 
color, but horizontal 
neighbors of different colors 
Select 2 from 8 colorants  
8
2
    =28 arrangements 
Select 2 from 16 colorants  
16
2
    =120 arrangements 
Total number of non-
symmetric arrangements 
8+28+28 = 64 16+120+120 = 256 
Symmetry reduced number of 
representative patterns P(N) 
4096 64 64 1072
4
    65536 256 256 16576
4
    
 
One may significantly reduce the number of calibration tile measurements by predicting the 
reflectances of the large majority of representative two-by-two patterns. The predictions rely on 
a small subset of measured two-by-two pattern tiles [20].  
 
Note that the present two-by-two spectral prediction method is halftone independent. After 
measurement of the reflection spectra of all representative two-by-two patterns, any halftone 
print can by tiled into representative two-by-two patterns and the reflectance of specific areas 
can be predicted thanks to Eqs. (19) or (20), where the n-value is generally the same for single 
ink or multiple ink halftones and can therefore be learned on a set of representative single ink 
halftones, see Section 3.2 "Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer Model". 
 
4. PHYSICALLY INSPIRED MODELS 
In order to smoothly introduce physically inspired models, we first establish the Clapper-Yule 
model [21] for the reflectance of halftone ink layers laid out on a Lambertian reflecting 
substrate. In the Clapper-Yule model, a single wavelength dependent ink transmittance value is 
considered, independently of the orientation of the incident illumination and of the orientation 
of the capturing device. We describe the Clapper-Yule model both for the integrated sphere and 
the ( :in out  ) measurement geometries. We also briefly discuss extensions of the Clapper-Yule 
model applicable to mid-range and low screen frequencies.   
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The Williams-Clapper model based models [22] differentiate themselves from the Clapper-
Yule model by the fact that the transmittance of the ink layers varies as a function of the 
orientation in which the light traverses the ink layers.  
 
There are a number of additional useful physically based prediction models.  Some of them are 
described in this book. Let us mention hdi053 initially published in [23], [24], [25], hdi052, 
hdi054 published in [26], hdi055, initially published in [27], [28], [29], [30], the Kubelka-
Munk model, see hdi062, Section 7 as well as publications [31], [32] and ink penetration 
models [33], [25].  
 
In order to introduce the Clapper-Yule and Williams-Clapper based models, let us briefly 
define the nomenclature. We consider a solid non-diffusing colorant layer of refractive index 
n2, having a transmittance t(), in contact with a Lambertian substrate of intrinsic reflectance 
rg() on the one side, and in contact with air on the other side. Instead of a solid colorant layer, 
one may have a halftone layer formed by several colorants of respective transmittances tj(). 
Hereinafter, the term colored layer indicates a solid ink or a halftone ink layer. The substrate 
and the colored layer are assumed to have the same refractive index. The interface between the 
colored layer and the air is a planar interface. The refractive index of air is 1 1.n   The relative 
refractive indices of the interfaces n2/n1  (layer to air) and n1/n2 (air to layer) are respectively n2  
and 1/n2 . In respect to the interface, index 1 indicates the air side and index 2 indicates the 
layer side.   
 
In order to model the global reflectance of light from a print, we consider three different 
attenuations: (a) the attenuation Tin of the incident light reaching the substrate, (b) the 
attenuation of light Tm due to multiple reflections and attenuations between the diffusing 
substrate and the colored layer-air interface and (c) the attenuation of light Tout due to the exit 
of light across the colored layer - air interface.  
 
In the present section, Fresnel reflections and transmissions are assumed to be wavelength 
independent. But all transmittances, reflectances and reflectance factors are wavelength 
dependent. For ease of presentation, this wavelength dependence is not always marked 
explicitly in the equations. It can however be clearly deduced from the context.  
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4.1  The Clapper-Yule reflectance prediction model for color halftones 
The Clapper and Yule model [21] was initially proposed for a single ink halftone and an 
integrating sphere measurement geometry. It accounts for the following physical phenomena: 
specular reflection of the incident light at the print-air interface, attenuation of light when 
traversing the halftone ink layer, scattering and reflection within the paper bulk, Fresnel 
reflection at the print-air interface yielding multiple internal reflections and Fresnel 
transmission of the exiting light (Figure 9). We present first the case of the integrating sphere 
light capturing geometry, and then discuss the case of a :in out   geometry. We start first with a 
single ink halftone and then generalize to multi-ink halftones. 
 
Coating & ink 
Paper bulk 
Air 
Specular  reflection  
  
Internal reflections at the paper-air 
interface  (Fresnel) ri 
Lateral scattering of light and 
reflection by the paper bulk rg ()  
Transmission of light through  
the colored layer: (1-a)+at()  
12 1( )
inR   t() : transmittance of ink  a : halftone surface coverage 
 
Figure 9: Phenomena accounted for by the Clapper-Yule model. 
 
Clapper-Yule model for single ink halftones (geometry 1
in :d) 
Collimated incident light of irradiance iE  hits the halftone print, part of it is specularly reflected  
according to the Fresnel reflection factor  12 1inR   and the other part  12 11 inR   enters the print.  
The part entering the print traverses either an inked area a of transmittance ( ),t   or an unprinted 
area (1a) of transmittance 1. When reaching the diffusing substrate (paper bulk), light has 
been attenuated by the colored layer by the factor (1a)+a t().  
 
The diffusing substrate reflects over the whole hemisphere an irradiance 
 0 12 11 ( ) (1 ( )) ( )in g iE R a at r E         which is the incident irradiance attenuated by the 
substrate reflectance rg().  
 
The diffuse irradiance E0 reflected from the substrate is assumed to be Lambertian, and can 
therefore be expressed as an orientation independent radiance L0=E0/. Let us calculate the 
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internal Fresnel reflectance ri at the halftone layer–air interface by integrating the reflected 
irradiance elements over the whole hemisphere (Figure 10). At each angular orientation , an 
irradiance element dE =LcosdE0/cosdis emitted by the substrate (Lambertian 
reflector) within an infinitesimal solid angle d. 
 
 
E0 
Coating and ink
Paper substrate
Air Ei 
E0’ 

 
Figure 10. Irradiance elements reflected by the paper bulk. 
 
A fraction R21(), given by the Fresnel formulae, of each irradiance element of orientation  
located within an elementary solid angle dreaching the print air interface is reflected. One 
obtains the total amount of reflected irradiance by integrating over the whole hemisphere 
irradiance elements individually reflected at the print-air interface within infinitesimal angle d 
(Figure 11). 
                                                 
Figure 11. Infinitesimal solid angle d= sin d d  
 
We obtain 
             2 /2 /20 00 21 21 0 21
0 0 0
' cos cos sin sin 2
E E
E R d R d d E R d
                           (21)
By dividing the total reflected irradiance E0’ by the irradiance E0 incident on the print-air 
interface, we obtain the average reflection ri of Lambertian light at the print-air interface  
 π/2 21
0
sin 2ir R d            (22) 
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At the print-air interface (internal print interface), for a print with an assumed index of 
refraction of n=1.5, Eq. (22) comprising Fresnel coefficient R21() yields the overall reflectivity 
ri=0.596 [34], see also hdi062, Section 3.4. 
 
This diffuse irradiance  0 12 1( ) 1 ( ) (1 ( )) ( ) ( )in g iE R a a t r E            is emitted from the 
substrate towards the colored halftone layer, traverses the halftone layer, is partially reflected at 
the halftone layer – air interface, traverses again the halftone layer, reaches the substrate and is 
reflected from it for the second time. The attenuation of this single reflection cycle comprises 
the attenuation of traversing twice the halftone layer (1a+at2), the Fresnel reflection at the 
halftone layer – air interface ri, and the diffusion-reflection by the substrate rg(). 
 
After one full reflection cycle, we obtain the attenuated irradiance E1 =(1a+at2)rirgE0.  At the 
kth full reflection cycle, we have the attenuated irradiance Ek=[(1a+at2)rirg]kE0. By summing 
these attenuated irradiance components, we obtain the total irradiance ES emerging from the 
substrate 
 2 0
0
( ) ( ) (1 ( ) ) ( )
k
S i g
k
E r r a a t E   

                  (23) 
which is a geometric series and can be expressed by  
 12 1
02 2
1 ( ) (1 ( )) ( )1( ) ( ) ( )
1 ( ) (1 ( ) ) 1 ( ) (1 ( ) )
in
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S i
g i g i
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                  (24) 
Part (1ri) of irradiance Es traverses the print-air interface and exits from the print after having 
been attenuated by (1a+at) through the halftone layer. The exiting irradiance captured by an 
integrated sphere is 
  212 1
2
1 ( ) (1 ( )) ( ) (1 )
( ) ( )
1 ( ) (1 ( ) )
in
g i
out i
g i
R a a t r r
E E
r r a a t
    
                 (25) 
The Clapper-Yule model reflectance obtained with a ( :in d ) measurement geometry is 
  212 1
12 1 2
1 ( ) (1 ( )) ( ) (1 )( )( ) ( )
( ) 1 ( ) (1 ( ) )
in
g iinout
in g i
R a a t r rER K R
E r r a a t
     
                    (26) 
where K indicates the portion of specularly reflected light captured by the integrated sphere. If 
the specular reflection is discarded, K is set to zero. Note that Eq. (26) also represents the 
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reflectance factor of a halftone print measured by an integrating sphere using as reference a 
perfect white diffuser.  
 
Calculating the paper reflectance and ink transmittance parameters  
The internal paper reflectance rg() can be deduced  from Eq. (26),  
( )( )
1 (1 ) ( )
w s
g
i s i w s i
R K rr
K r r r R r r
 
                   (27) 
where Rw() is the measured reflectance of the paper, 12 1= ( )insr R   is the specular component 
at the air-print interface (for a print of index of refraction n=1.5, ri = 0.596 and at 1 =45
in o , rs = 
0.050).  
 
Once rg() is calculated, the ink transmittance tj() of colorant j is deduced from Eq. (26) 
( )
( )
( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) (1 ) (1 )
j s
j
g i j s g i s
R K r
t
r r R K r r r r
   
                  (28) 
where Rj() is the measured reflectance of the solid ink patch. 
 
Expressing the reflectance as a composition of input, internal and exit attenuations 
One may verify that the reflectance can be expressed by an input term Tin() indicating the 
attenuation of the incoming light until it reaches the substrate, a term Rm() giving the internal 
reflectance of light within the print and a term Tout() giving the attenuation of light exiting the 
print. In the present case, the input attenuation is formed by the Fresnel transmittance at the 
interface air- halftone layer and by the attenuation of the halftone layer  
 12 1( ) 1 ( ) (1 ( ))ininT R a a t                (29) 
The internal reflectance of light within the print including the multiple reflections between the 
substrate and the print–air interface is  
 2
( )
( )
1 ( ) (1 ( ) )
g
m
g i
r
R
r r a a t
                (30) 
and the attenuation of light exiting the print is  
( ) (1 ( )) (1 )out iT a a t r                (31) 
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With formula (26), (29), (30) and (31), one can verify that indeed, if we assume that the 
measuring instrument discards the specular reflection, in m outR T R T . Input and output 
attenuations depend respectively on the illumination and observation geometries. Since the 
substrate is assumed to be strongly scattering, i.e. Lambertian, Rm is independent of the 
illumination and measuring geometries.  
 
Assumptions underlying the Clapper-Yule model 
Note that we have completely separated the attenuation of the halftone layer for the incident 
light [Eq. (29)] and the attenuation of the halftone layer for the exiting light [Eq. (31)]. For the 
exiting light, the probability to exit from an ink dot or from unprinted paper is proportional to 
their surface coverages, i.e. the location from which a light beam arrives (printed or unprinted 
area) has no influence on its exit location. This means that the lateral propagation of light 
within the print due to scattering and multiple reflections is high in respect to the halftone 
screen frequency. Experience shows that the Clapper-Yule model works well at screen 
frequencies above 120lpi. A second important assumption is that the substrate is strongly 
diffusing, i.e. it can be modeled by a Lambertian reflector.  
 
The Saunderson correction as a special case of the Clapper-Yule model 
A further interesting point concerns the case of a solid colored layer of transmittance t(). By 
setting the surface coverage a=1, we obtain for the reflectance Rsolid of a solid colored layer on 
a diffusing substrate  
  212 1
12 1 2
1 ( ) ( ) ( )(1 )
( ) ( )
1 ( ) ( )
in
g iin
solid
g i
R t r r
R K R
r r t
     
            (32) 
The Saunderson correction introduces a correction factor in respect to the Kubelka-Munk 
reflectance in order to account for the internal Fresnel reflections and refractions at the 
boundaries between the considered diffusing layer and the air [35]. Knowing the intrinsic 
reflectance ()of the diffusing layer without interface, the Saunderson formula gives the 
reflectance R() accounting for the interface    
   1 1 ( )( )
1 ( )
s i
s
i
r r
R K r
r
   
       
         (33) 
where rs is the specular Fresnel reflection at the air-layer interface and ri is the internal Fresnel 
reflection at the layer-air interface given by Eq. (22).  
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The specular reflection component is 12 1( )
in
sr R   and by equating 2( ) ( ) ( )gt r     we 
observe that the Clapper-Yule equation for a solid colored layer given by Eq. (32) is identical 
to the Saunderson correction of that colored layer on a diffusing substrate, modeled by light 
passing twice through the solid colored layer (attenuation t()2) and being reflected once by the 
diffusing substrate (attenuation rg()).  
 
Clapper-Yule model for multiple ink halftone (geometry 1
in :d)  
Multi-chromatic halftones are formed by the colorants (Neugebauer primaries) comprising the 
single inks and their superpositions. The surface coverages ai of the colorants are derived from 
the surface coverages of the inks. In the case of three independently printed ink layers, Eqs. (3) 
are applicable.   
 
We can extend the reflectance of a halftone made of a single ink halftone and the unprinted 
paper to a halftone comprising a certain number of colorants, e.g. 3 inks yielding 8 colorants or 
4 inks yielding 16 colorants. In the case of a single ink halftone, the halftone surface is formed 
by the printed dots of surface coverage a and the unprinted paper of surface coverage (1a). In 
the case of m colorants, the halftone surface is formed by the juxtaposition of the colorants with 
respective surface coverages a1, a2, … am (Figure 16b). The total surface is 1, i.e. 1ja  . 
The input attenuation becomes 
 12 11 ( ) ( )inin j j
j
T R a t              (34) 
The internal attenuation becomes 
21 ( ) ( )
g
m
g i j j
j
r
R
r r a t              (35) 
and the exit term becomes 
(1 ) ( )out i j j
j
T r a t               (36) 
The global Clapper-Yule model for multi ink halftone prints is 
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The internal paper reflectance rg() and the colorant transmittances tj()) are deduced 
according to equations (27) and (28) from measurements of respectively the paper reflectance 
Rw() and the solid colorant patch reflectances Rj(). 
 
Clapper-Yule model, with measurements according to a ( 1
in : 1out ) measuring geometry  
When measuring the exiting radiance at a given output angle instead of measuring the whole 
reflected irradiance over the hemisphere by an integrated sphere, only the exit term Tout 
changes. The total irradiance ES() emerging from the substrate is defined by Eq. (24). Since 
emission from paper is considered to be Lambertian, the corresponding radiance emitted from 
the substrate for a single ink halftone is  
 12 1
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in
gS i
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R a a t rE EL
r r a a t
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                (38) 
 
With Eq. (44) from Chapter hdi062, the radiance L emerging from the print is radiance Ls 
attenuated by passing once through the ink layer (attenuation: 1-a+at) and traversing the print-
air interface with an attenuation    2 221 2 2 12 1 21 ( ) 1 ( )out outR n R n    , where according to 
Snell's law, 2 1 2 1arcsin(( / ) sin )
out outn n  .  The exit attenuation term becomes  
21 2 12 1
2 2
2 2
1 ( ) 1 ( )
( ) (1 ( )) (1 ( ))out
R RT a a t a a t
n n
                 (39) 
We obtain for the exit angle dependent radiance   
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1 2 2
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in outgout i
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g i
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               (40) 
 
We calculate the radiance factor Rfac() as the ratio of the exit radiance at angle 1out and of the 
radiance ( ) /iE   reflected by a perfectly reflecting Lambertian reflector. We obtain 
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When extending to multi-ink halftones, in a similar manner as in the previous section, we 
obtain for the Clapper-Yule radiance factor 
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Most handheld instruments measure the reflectance factor at a ( o o45 :0 ) geometry. At the exit 
angle of 00 and with n2=1.5, the term   212 1 21 ( )outR n is numerically close to (1ri), see 
Table 3 in Section 6. Therefore, even for these handheld instruments, Eq. (37) with  K=0 is 
often used instead of Eq. (42). Note that for a measuring geometry composed of a narrow solid 
angle sensor capturing reflected light at an angle , the radiance factor defined as the ratio of 
captured radiances is the same as the reflectance factor defined as the ratio of captured 
irradiances.  
 
4.2 Generalizations of the Clapper-Yule model in order to account for low 
scattering within the paper bulk 
The classical Clapper-Yule assumes that the probability of a light ray to hit from below a given 
colorant surface is equal to the relative size of that colorant surface. There is no memory of 
where the corresponding light ray came from. This means that the average lateral propagation 
of light is large, i.e at least as large as half the screen element period. However, at screen 
frequencies below 120 lpi, this condition is not fulfilled and the classical Clapper-Yule model 
shows poor results. Rogers [36] generalized the classical Clapper-Yule model by assuming that 
within each light reflection cycle, the lateral propagation of light is modeled by a point spread 
function. A diffusion probability matrix incorporates the probabilities that photons enter a 
colorant i and exit from colorant j. With these probabilities, the halftone reflectance can be 
calculated.  This provides a model capable of accounting also for middle and low screen 
frequencies.  
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A somehow simpler approach was proposed by Hersch et al. [37] which consists in performing 
a weighted average between the classical Clapper-Yule model and the Saunderson corrected 
Neugebauer model. Since the Neugebauer model assumes no lateral light scattering at all and 
the Clapper-Yule assume total lateral light scattering, a weighted average between the two 
models enables accounting for halftones having middle and low screen frequencies. From 
equation (32) we have for the reflectance of a solid ink layer of transmittance t() printed on a 
paper of reflectance rg() 
  2
2
1 ( ) ( ) (1 )
( )
1 ( ) ( )
s g i
solid
i g
r t r r
R
r r t
   
                (43) 
where 12 1 = ( )
in
sr r   is the specular reflectance that is discarded by the measurement instrument, 
i.e. K=0.  
 
Equation (43) can also express the reflectance of a Neugebauer primary whose colorant 
transmittance is tj(). According to the Neugebauer model, the reflectance of a halftone is a 
weighted average of the colorant reflectances, with the weights given by the colorant surface 
coverages aj  
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The proposed “low-scattering” extension of the Clapper-Yule model is a weighted average 
between the Saunderson corrected Neugebauer model described by Eq. (44) and the Clapper-
Yule model described by Eq. (37):  
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Interpolation coefficient b between 0 and 1, indicates how close the model is to the Neugebauer 
model and coefficient (1b) indicates how close it is to the Clapper-Yule model. Optimal 
values for coefficient b can be learned by performing predictions on a given number of halftone 
patches of known reflectances.  
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4.3  Reflectance of light from a solid colored translucent layer on a white 
diffusing substrate (Williams and Clapper model) 
When light crosses an ink layer, its attenuation according to Beer's law depends on its path 
length, and therefore on its orientation in respect to the surface normal. This orientation 
dependent attenuation was ignored by Clapper and Yule who assumed that the error is small, 
particularly when the ink penetrates the paper and scatters light. However, an ink layer on top 
of a coated paper remains non-scattering and the orientation dependent attenuation may become 
significant. Williams and Clapper took the orientation dependent attenuation into account for 
the modelization of full tone photographs at the 45o:0o geometry [22]. The same approach was 
later extended to any incident and exit angle [38] as well as to halftone prints [39]. 
 
Calculation of  the  radiance factor with a ( 1
in : 1out ) measurement geometry 
Let us calculate the radiance factor when a solid colored layer on white diffusing substrate is 
illuminated at a given incident angle in and the reflected radiance is captured at a given exit 
angle out .  
 
The print is illuminated by a collimated light beam of irradiance iE  from the air-side of the 
interface with an incidence angle 1
in  (Figure 12). A fraction  12 1inR   of the incident light is 
reflected into air along the specular direction. Since we assume that the detector is not placed in 
the specular direction, this external specular reflection is ignored. 
 
Coating & ink 
(medium 2) 
Paper bulk  
(substrate) 
Air  
(medium 1) 
Specular  reflection  
Tm: attenuation due to multiple reflections 
between the paper bulk rg () and the  print  
interface with air, across the ink layer 
Tin: Attenuation by transmission of 
light through the interface and the 
ink halftone layer 
12 1
inR     
1
in 1out Tout: Attenuation by exit of light 
through the ink halftone layer and 
the print-air interface  
Capturing  
device 
2out 
 
Figure 12: Path of a collimated beam of light from the source to the detector, with multiple 
internal reflections between the substrate and the colored layer - air interface.  
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The incident irradiance Ei is directed towards the print at angle 1
in and traverses the colored 
layer at angle 2
in , related to angle 1in  by Snell's law [hdi062, Eq. (30)]. The attenuation of 
incoming light at the interface is      12 1 12 1 21 21 1in in inT R R      and the attenuation of light 
through the colored layer of length 21/ cos
in  is, according to Beer's law, 21/cos( ) int  . Before 
reaching the substrate for the first time, the incoming light beam is therefore attenuated by  
  2 21/cos 1/cos12 1 12 1( ) 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )in inin ininT R t T t               (46) 
The diffusing substrate reflects over the whole hemisphere a ratio rg of irradiance in iT E  incident 
on it. This diffuse irradiance 0 g in iE r T E  is emitted from the substrate towards the colored 
layer, traverses the colored layer, is partially reflected at the colored layer – air interface, 
traverses again the colored layer and reaches the substrate and is reflected from it for the 
second time. The attenuation of this single reflection cycle comprises the attenuation of 
traversing twice the colored layer, the Fresnel reflection at the colored layer – air interface and 
the diffusion-reflection by the substrate.  
 
We can group the attenuation by the colored interface and the attenuation at the layer-air 
interface. For a given incident angle  from below the layer-air interface, the attenuation is 
  2/cos21R t  . Since we must integrate over all possible incident angles, we obtain in a similar 
manner as when deriving Eq. (22) the attenuation ri(t,) of the diffuse incident irradiance  
  
π/2
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21
0
( , ) ( ) sin 2ir t t R d
               (47) 
After one full reflection cycle, we obtain the attenuated irradiance E1() = ri(t,)rg()E0().  At 
the kth full reflection cycle, we have the attenuated irradiance Ek =[ ri(t,)rg() ]k E0 . By 
summing all these attenuated irradiance components, we obtain the total irradiance ES emerging 
from the substrate, but still beneath the print-air interface 
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which is a geometric series and can be expressed by  
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Therefore, the internal reflectance of the print comprising the attenuation of the colored layer, 
the Fresnel reflections at the interface and the intrinsic reflectance of the substrate is  
( )( )( )
( ) ( ) 1 ( ) ( , )
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m
in in g i
rER
E T r r t
                (50) 
Let us now compute the exit attenuation, which depends on the capturing device. Let us first 
assume a capturing device at exit orientation 1out . This device will capture light emitted from 
the substrate and traveling within the colored layer at angle 2
out  which depends on 1out  by 
Snell's law [hdi062, Eq. (30)]. Since the substrate is Lambertian, the radiance at any orientation 
and also at orientation 2out  is / πSE . This radiance reaches the layer-air interface with an 
attenuation factor 21/ cos
out
t   due to the transmittance of the colored layer. The radiance SL  
incident onto the layer-air interface is therefore  
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According to Eq. (44) of Chapter 1, the radiance transmitted by an interface is the Fresnel 
transmittance of the interface 21 2 12 1 21 2( ) ( ) 1 ( )
out out outT T R      multiplied by its relative index 
of refraction, here    2 21 2 2/ 1/n n n . The exit attenuation is therefore 
  2 21/cos 21 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) 1/out outoutT t T n            (52) 
We obtain for the radiance at exit orientation 1
out  
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The radiance factor expresses the attenuation of the exiting radiance at the selected angle in 
respect to the radiance reflected by a perfect white diffuse reflector. The radiance reflected by a 
perfect white diffuse reflector is / πref iL E . We obtain the radiance factor facR  of a colored 
layer on a diffusing substrate, illuminated at angle 1in  and measured at angle 1out  
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    (54) 
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This expression has been presented in a similar form by Shore and Spoonhower [38]. It 
reproduces the equation of Williams and Clapper [22] for the special case of 
2 2 21.53,  45 ,  and 0in outn       .  
 
Calculation of the reflectance by capturing the exiting irradiance with an integrated sphere,  
i.e. with a ( 1
in :d) measurement geometry. 
In the case that we measure the exiting irradiance E1 with an integrated sphere, we obtain the 
exiting irradiance by integrating the exiting radiance  1 1outL  over the whole hemisphere 
2π π/2
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By inserting (53) into (55) we obtain 
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and with Eq. (42) of Chapter hdi062, 21 1 1 2 2 2 2cos sin cos sinout out out out out outd n d       
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and by grouping the exit attenuation into the exit term outT  
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we obtain  
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The reflectance R, measured with an integrated sphere, is therefore  
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In practice, a measurement instrument measures a reflectance factor, i.e. the irradiance reflected 
by the colored layer on the diffuse substrate captured by the integrated sphere divided by the 
irradiance of a perfect Lambertian diffuser captured by the same integrated sphere.  Since all 
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incident irradiance is reflected into the integrated sphere, the reflectance factor and the 
reflectance are identical.  
 
Reflectance of light from a color halftone translucent layer on a white diffusing 
substrate (Williams-Clapper extended to color halftones) 
In case that the considered halftone screen frequency is high (e.g. 120 lpi or higher), we can 
assume that the lateral propagation of light due to scattering within the substrate and to multiple 
reflections between the substrate and the layer-air interface is important in respect to the screen 
period. In that case, light reflected by the substrate towards the color halftone layer has a 
probability to strike a given colorant (Neugebauer primary) equal to that colorant surface 
coverage. The location hit by a diffused and reflected light beam is independent of the location 
from which light entered the layer.  
 
In the case of a high halftone screen frequency, we can simply extend the reflectance from a 
solid translucent layer to the reflectance of a color halftone translucent layer by replacing in 
Eqs. (46), (50),  and (52) the single ink solid layer by a layer composed of multiple colorants 
whose surface coverages ai are known.  The terms Tin and Rm common to both equations 
become 
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where ri(tj,) is calculated in Equation (47) for ink j of normal  transmittance tj().  
 
The exit term Tout in Eq. (52) for the radiance factor becomes  
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and the exit term Tout in Eq. (60) for the reflectance becomes 
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We obtain the following full equation for the radiance factor of a colored halftone illuminated 
at angle 1in and measured at angle 1out  
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   (65) 
and the following full equation for the Williams-Clapper reflectance of a colored halftone 
captured by an integrated sphere 
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The integrals in expressions (64) and (66) as well as the Fresnel reflectance ri(tj,) at the 
colored interface may be computed as discrete sums by sampling the integrated terms in respect 
to angle  with a small sampling step of for example  = 0.001 rad. It is also possible to 
replace the integrals by analytical expressions which offer an accurate approximation. 
Equations (67) and (68) are approximations of the internal reflectance ri(tj,) and of the single 
colorant output transmittance  
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where 21( )R   is the Fresnel reflection coefficient at the paper side of the print-air interface, 
21( )T   is the paper-to-air Fresnel transmission coefficient, r21=ri is the average Fresnel 
reflection of Lambertian light at the print-air interface, t21=1ri is the corresponding average 
Fresnel transmission across the paper-air interface and   and   are coefficients depending on 
the refractive index of the paper. For a typical paper refractive index of 1.5, we have ri = 0.596, 
t21=0.404, 2.945   and  = 1.134 [29]. 
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5. INK SPREADING MODELS 
Since the beginning of the 20th century, researchers observed and tried to model the dot gain 
phenomenon. In early work, optical dot gain due to propagation of light within the print and 
physical dot gain due to the spreading of ink could not be distinguished. Since modern physical 
prediction models have the capability of modeling optical dot gain, we are now coming closer 
to the goal of separating optical and physical dot gain. However, methods for establishing a 
clear separation between the two dot gain phenomena are still a subject of research.  
 
The Murray-Davis formula given in Eq. (10) was often used to calculate the so-called "dot 
gain", which comprises both optical and physical dot gain. In the early fifties of the 20th 
century, scientists started establishing a relationship between amount of inks or surface 
coverages of ink dots and the resulting printed color [40], [11].  
 
Yule and Colt [40] analyzed the superposition of one ink over two other inks, observed an 
increased spreading of the overlapping ink and came up with a formula for calculating the 
effective surface coverage of an ink dot located on top of other ink dots: 
(1 )' 1 (1 ) ua a                (69) 
where a is the nominal surface coverage of the considered ink dot, a' is its effective surface 
coverage and u is the overall surface coverage (i.e. the covered surface) of the two other 
underlying ink dots. This formula has the advantage that the effective surface coverages are 
never larger than 1. Figure 13 shows the dot gain curves for different values of the underlying 
total surface u.  
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Figure 13: Dot gain dg = a'-a due to ink spreading according to the Yule and Colt formula. 
 
In 1983, Viggiano [41] proposed a different dot gain model relying on effective surface 
coverages in function of nominal surface coverages: 
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50%' 2 (1 )a a v a a                 (70) 
where a is the nominal surface coverage of the considered ink dot, a' is its effective surface 
coverage and v50%  is the amount of dot gain (defined as effective minus nominal surface 
coverage) at a nominal surface coverage of 0.5. This dot gain v50%  at 50% nominal surface 
coverage is to be estimated or determined from actual measurements of prints. This effective 
surface coverage function produces effective surface coverage values larger than 1 at nominal 
surface coverage above 0.9, when significant dot gain is present (e.g. a dot gain of 0.2 at 50% 
nominal surface coverage).  
 
In several works, e.g. [16], the curve mapping nominal surface coverages to effective surface 
coverages is formed by a parabola interpolating between the points (0,0), (0.5,0.5+v50%), and 
(1,1). Value v50%  expresses the dot gain at 50% nominal surface coverage. This parabola is 
described by the equation  
a' = 4 v50% a2 + 4 v50% a + a          (71) 
 
The corresponding dot gain curve (Figure 14) is  
 
dg= a' a = 4 v50% a2 + 4 v50% a           (72) 
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Figure 14: (a) Nominal to effective surface coverages given by the parabola Eq. (71) and (b) 
corresponding dot gain curve expressed by the parabola Eq. (72).  
 
It is easy to show that if the dot gain v50% is between -0.25 and +0.25 at 50% nominal surface 
coverage, the corresponding nominal to effective surface coverage curve will not overshoot, i.e. 
all effective surface coverage values remain in the allowed range between 0 and 1.  
 
Note that it is not necessary to have a smooth curve expressing the mapping between nominal 
and effective surface coverages of an ink halftone. Once several effective surface coverages are 
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known, e.g. effective surface coverages a'0.25, a'0.5, a'0.75 at respective nominal surface coverages 
25%. 50% and 75%, one may establish as mapping between nominal and effective surface 
coverages the polyline connecting successive points, e.g. line[(0,0), (0.25, a'0.25)], line[(0.25, 
a'0.25),(0.5, a'0.5 )], and line [(0.5, a'0.5 ),(0.75, a'0.75), (1,1)]. 
 
Most approaches for capturing the physical dot gain of halftones of a given ink rely on a 
spectral prediction model predicting the reflectance of a constant color halftone patch. By 
minimizing the sum of square differences between predicted reflectance and measured 
reflectance components, one may fit the corresponding effective dot surface coverage. As 
example, consider a halftone of ink i printed on top of a full tone of ink j. The predicted 
reflectance /ˆi jR  is obtained in this example with the YNSN model [Eq. (73)], and the unknown 
effective surface coverage ai,j' of halftone ink is fitted by minimizing the sum of square 
reflectance spectra component differences [Eq. (74)] 
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This minimization can be performed either with an optimization function such as Matlab's 
fminsearch or fmincon functions, or by performing a least square calculation [14]. In classical 
spectral prediction models, there is generally one "tone reproduction" curve per contributing 
ink, i.e. one curve per ink mapping nominal to effective ink halftone surface coverages.  
 
However, tone reproduction curves are not necessarily the same when considering an ink 
halftone printed on paper or an ink halftone printed on another ink. This is the reason why some 
researchers advocate deducing the tone reproduction curves from multi-ink halftones [42].  
 
Iino and Berns [43] proposed a further method accounting for physical dot gain or loss (e.g. due 
to trapping) of one halftone in superposition with other ink halftones. They assumed that the 
dot gain of an ink halftone printed in superposition with another ink halftone [e.g. dg(y/m)] 
increases or decreases by a given surface coverage dependent factor qy/m(m) of the underlying 
ink, compared with the dot gain dg(y) of the ink halftone printed alone on paper.  
dg(y/m) = dg(y) . qy/m(m) for yellow printed on magenta halftone 
dg(y/c) = dg(y) . qy/c(c)  for yellow printed on a cyan halftone 
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They also assume that a halftone superposed with two ink halftones further increases or 
respectively decreases its size according to a multiplicative combination of the contributing 
factors.  
 dg(y/mc) = dg(y) . qy/m(m) . qy/c(c)  
This manner of expressing dot gain may work in well behaved printing systems such as offset 
(Figure 15a). However, in many printing systems, these equations are not applicable since a 
halftone superposed with two inks behaves differently compared with the same halftone printed 
on each of the two inks separately (Figure 15b).  
 
Let us now present a state of the art ink spreading model accounting for ink spreading in all 
superposition conditions [44], [37], [45]. Ink spreading is present when an ink halftone is 
printed on top of paper, in superposition with another solid ink or in superposition with two or 
more solid inks. In a similar manner as the physical dot gain of a single ink halftone patch 
printed on paper, ink spreading tends to enlarge the effective surface of a printed dot and tends 
to lower the resulting reflection spectrum, i.e. it yields darker colors. However, there are cases 
where effective surface coverages of halftones superposed on other inks are not larger than the 
corresponding effective surface coverages of the same halftone printed alone on paper. Figure 
15 (a) and (b) show examples of physical dot gain, defined as the effective surface coverage 
minus the nominal surface coverage, for a clustered dot inked halftone printed alone on paper 
and printed in superposition with one or two other solid inks.  
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Figure 15: Dot gain as a function of nominal surface coverage, for ink halftones printed alone 
(solid line) and in superposition with the other solid inks (dotted lines), in the case (a) of an 
offset print at 150 lpi and (b) of a thermal transfer print at 75 lpi.  
 
Figure 15 (a) and (b) clearly show that the dot gain of an ink halftone is completely different 
when the ink halftone is printed on paper or when it is superposed with a second or third ink 
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layer. In order to account for superposition dependent ink spreading, functions are created 
which map nominal to effective surface coverages of an ink halftone at each superposition 
condition. These functions define the ink spreading curves (Figure 14a).  
 
There is one ink spreading curve for each ink halftone in each superposition condition. For 
example, a cyan halftone may be printed alone, c; superposed with solid magenta, c/m; with 
solid yellow, c/y; with solid black, c/k; with solid magenta and solid yellow, c/my; with solid 
magenta and solid black, c/mk; with solid yellow and solid black, c/yk; and with solid magenta, 
yellow and black, c/myk. With a 4 ink cmyk printer, there are 8 different ink spreading curves 
for each ink, yielding a total of 32 ink spreading curves. However, since any halftone 
superposed with solid black yields a reflection spectrum very close to the reflection spectrum of 
solid black, ink spreading curves where one ink halftone is superposed with solid black are 
discarded [45]. In the case of cyan, magenta, yellow and black inks, Table 2 lists all the 
considered ink spreading curves for cymk prints. In the case of cmy prints, only the first three 
columns need to be considered.  
 
Table 2.  List of the considered ink spreading curve indices for cmyk ink prints. 
Cyan Magenta Yellow Black 
c m y k k/y 
c/m m/c y/c k/c k/cy 
c/y m/y y/m k/m k/my 
c/my m/cy y/cm k/cm k/cmy 
 
Each ink spreading curve is calibrated using one or more so-called calibration samples, e.g. a 
halftone at 50% nominal surface coverage or three halftones at 25%, 50% and 75% nominal 
surface coverages. Each uniform color halftone calibration sample determines the effective 
surface coverage obtained when asking the printer to print the halftone at its nominal surface 
coverage. It determines one point of the ink spreading curve. Such effective surface coverages 
are fitted by minimizing a difference metric such as the sum of square differences between the 
measured and predicted spectral reflectance components of the corresponding calibration 
patches [see Eq, (74)]. The ink spreading curves are obtained by linear interpolation between 
the calibrated effective surface coverages. They may also be created by laying out a parabola 
through a single effective surface coverage, as shown in Eq. (71).  
 
In order to avoid the ambiguity between chromatic black and pure black [48], the spectral 
measurements span both the visible wavelength range (380-730 nm) and the near infrared 
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(NIR) wavelength range (730-850 nm). The NIR wavelength range enables distinguishing a 
light absorbing pigment-based black ink from the superposition of CMY inks, which are 
generally dye-based and do not absorb light in the NIR wavelength range. 
 
The number of constant color samples to print can be deduced from the number of ink halftone 
superpositions (see Table 2) and from the number of solid colorants. In case of 3 inks, there are 
23 = 8 solid colorants and 12 superposition conditions. With one ink spreading calibration 
sample per superposition condition, we obtain a total of 20 samples whose reflectances need to 
be measured. In the case of the 4 cmyk inks, there are 24 = 16 solid colorants and 20 
superposition conditions (Table 2). With one ink spreading calibration sample per superposition 
condition, we obtain a total of 36 samples whose reflectances need to be measured.  
(a)      (b)    
Figure 16: (a) Illustration of a three ink clustered dot color halftone with the cyan layer at 
orientation 15o, the magenta layer at orientation 75o and the yellow layer at orientation 0o and 
(b) enlarged part of the halftone showing the new colorants red, green, blue in regions where 
two of the cyan, magenta and yellow inks overlap and black where the three inks overlap.  
 
As shown in Figure 16a, in a real halftone, halftone dots of one ink are superposed with 
halftone dots of the other inks. The ink spreading curves are acquired by superposing single ink 
halftones on solid surfaces of the other inks. For a given multi-chromatic halftone, we need to 
calculate the effective surface coverage of each of its ink halftones. For this purpose, we 
assume that a given ink dot surface is decomposed into partial dot surfaces which are each one 
superposed with a specific combination of the other inks and the paper. These partial dot 
surfaces can be assimilated to halftone elements on top of a solid colorant. Then, the effective 
surface coverage of an ink halftone is a weighted average of the different ink spreading curves. 
The weights correspond to the relative sizes of these partial dot surfaces.  
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When looking at the enlarged cyan halftone dot in Figure 16b, we see that this halftone dot is 
decomposed into partial dot surfaces superposed with the white colorant (pure cyan), the 
magenta colorant (pure blue), the yellow colorant (pure green) and the red colorant (chromatic 
black). In order to weight the ink spreading curves of cyan on white fc, cyan on magenta fc/m , 
cyan on yellow fc/y, and cyan on red fc/my, we need to estimate to surface coverages of the white, 
magenta, yellow, and red colorants beneath the cyan dot. In case of halftone layers laid out 
independently one from another, the Demichel equations allow deducing surface coverages of 
colorants from surface coverages of inks. Let us lift the cyan layer from the halftone shown in 
Figure 16. Superposed with the cyan layer are the colorants white, magenta, yellow and red. 
Their respective surface coverages are according to the Demichel equations respectively aw 
=(1- m) (1y), am = m (1y), ay = y (1m), and ar = m y. These surface coverages are used as 
weighting factors for the ink spreading curves fc, fc/m , fc/y, and fc/my. We therefore obtain for the 
effective surface coverage of the cyan halftone  
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In the case of 3 inks, we obtain the effective surface coverages of the cyan, magenta and yellow 
inks by performing the weighted average of the ink spreading curves as follows: 
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In case of the 4 cmyk inks, we have an additional equation for the black ink: 
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Since other inks printed on the black ink yield black, it makes no sense to account for the dot 
gain of an ink superposed with black and the corresponding superposition conditions do not  
appear in Eq. (75). But the superposition of a black ink halftone with another ink yields a 
clearly identifiable physical dot gain. Since there are 8 superposition conditions of a black 
halftone, Eq. (76) has 8 terms.  
 
We solve Equations (75) and (76) iteratively, starting by assigning at the right-hand part of the 
equations the nominal ink halftone surface coverages (c, m, y, k) to the effective ink halftone 
surface coverages (c’, m’, y’, k’). After one iteration, we obtain new values for (c’, m’, y’, k’) 
which are used for the next iteration on the right part of the equations. Four to five iterations 
ensure sufficient convergence to determine the effective ink halftone surface coverages.  
 
The complete Yule-Nielsen modified spectral prediction model, with the ink spreading 
extension is shown in Figure 17. The input to the spectral prediction model is given by the 
desired amounts of inks, or equivalently the nominal surface coverages c, m, y, k to be printed. 
Thanks to the ink spreading functions fi/jk , one may calculate the effective ink surface 
coverages c', m', y', k'. From these effective surface coverages, one obtains with the Demichel 
equations (4) the effective surface coverages of the colorants (Neugebauer primaries) which are 
fed into the selected prediction model, here the Yule-Nielsen modified spectral Neugebauer 
model. As output, one obtains the predicted reflectance spectrum.  
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Figure 17: The ink spreading enhanced Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer model 
with nominal ink surface coverages c, m, y, and k; ink spreading curves fi/jk of ink i superposed 
with solid inks j and k; effective ink surface coverages c′, m′, y′, and k′; and effective colorant 
surface coverages aw to acmyk.  
 
The ink spreading models presented so far either assume uniform thickness halftone dots, or 
assume that from a macroscopic point of view, the halftone dot profile thickness variations are 
accounted for by fitting the dots effective surface coverages [46]. There are however ink 
spreading models that explicitly provide a model of the printed pixel dot thickness profiles. 
These pixel dot thickness profiles depend on the presence or absence of neighboring pixel dots. 
One of these models adapted to ink-jet printing, is proposed by Emmel and Hersch [47]. 
 
6. CALIBRATION OF THE MODELS 
When considering a given printing setup, one is a priori unable to estimate how much the 
different wavelengths are reflected by the paper or absorbed by the inks and how much the ink 
dots spread on the paper surface, until specific spectral measurements are performed. The 
spectral properties of the paper and inks are represented in each model by spectral reflectances 
or transmittances deduced from the spectral reflectance of full-tone colors. The growth of the 
ink dots, i.e. the dot gain, is assessed by establishing the correspondence between nominal and 
effective surface coverages for each ink halftone, thanks to nominal-to-effective surface 
coverage functions, also called ink spreading functions. The spectral reflectances, respectively 
transmittances, and the ink spreading functions are computed in a calibration procedure which 
ensures the ability of the model to account for the specific properties of the considered print.  
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In this section, we give an overview of the calibration of the Spectral Neugebauer (SN), Yule-
Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer (YNSN), Clapper-Yule, Low Scattering Clapper-Yule 
(LSCY), and Williams-Clapper models for 3-ink halftones. We first explain how the spectral 
parameters of each model are obtained and then present two dot-gain assessment methods 
which are applicable to all models: the independent ink spreading (IIS) method and 
superposition-dependent ink spreading (SDIS) method. Since every calibrated prediction model 
is a combination of a base model and a dot-gain assessment method, both are specified in the 
model's denomination, e.g. the "IIS-YNSN model". The calibration of the Cellular Yule-
Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer (CYNSN) model is different and is presented 
separately. We also explain how predictions are performed from the calibrated models and 
finally discuss the necessity to perform a new calibration when parameters of the printing setup 
are modified.  
Spectral parameters  
Every prediction model exhibits a general equation expressing a function of spectral parameters 
which assess the absorbing and reflecting properties of the paper and inks. These spectral 
parameters are deduced from the spectral reflectances of the eight patches shown in row A in 
Figure 18, which correspond to solid layers of the eight colorants: the unprinted paper (white 
colorant), the paper printed with one solid ink layer (cyan, magenta and yellow colorants), with 
two solid ink layers (red, green and blue colorants) and with the three solid ink layers 
(chromatic black colorant). Let us denote as   ,  1,...,8jR j   their spectral reflectances and 
show how the spectral parameters of each model are obtained. 
Spectral Neugebauer (SN) and Yule-Nielsen enhanced Spectral Neugebauer (YNSN) 
models 
The SN and YNSN equations are directly expressed in terms of the measured spectral 
reflectances  jR  . They rely on equation (13)  
    1/ nnj j
j
R a R              (77)  
where the n parameter is 1 in the SN model, and can be given an optimal value in the YNSN 
model from a set of patches of known spectral reflectance, for example the patches in rows C 
and F of Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. Color patches needed for the calibration of the different models in the case of  color 
halftones printed cyan, magenta and yellow inks. 
Clapper-Yule and Low-Scattering Clapper-Yule models (LSCY) 
The Clapper-Yule model relies on Equation (78), which contains two types of spectral 
parameters: the spectral reflectance  gr   of the diffusing paper substrate, and the spectral 
transmittances   ,  1,...,8jt j   of the colorant layers 
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
        (78) 
where K, sr , ir , in  and out  are constant parameters depending on the refractive index of the 
print and on the measuring geometry, but not on wavelength. Note that according to formula 
(41), we have 12 11 ( )
in
in R     and 212 1 21 ( ) /outout R n    . 
 
Table 4 gives numerical values for these terms when the refractive index is 1.5, for three typical 
measuring geometries: the diffuse/eight degree geometry including or excluding the specular 
surface reflection (denoted respectively as di:8° and de:8°) and the fourty-five degree/zero 
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degree geometry (denoted as 45°:0°). For more details on typical measuring geometries, see 
Chapter 1 of the present book.  
 
Table 3. Numerical values for the parameters of the Clapper-Yule model for three typical 
measuring geometries and a refractive index of 1.5, with 12 (0 ) 0.04
oR  .  
 
Measuring geometry K sr  in  out  ir  
di:8° 1 0.09 0.91 0.43 0.596 
de:8° 0 0.09 0.91 0.43 0.596 
45°:0° 0 0.05 0.95 0.43 0.596 
 
The reflectance of the substrate,  gr  , is deduced from the spectral reflectance of the 
unprinted support according to formula (27). The spectral colorant transmittances of the 
colorants are deduced from the spectral reflectances of the solid colorant patches according to 
formula (28).  
 
Since the Low Scattering Clapper-Yule model is a linear combination of the Clapper-Yule and 
the Saunderson-Corrected Spectral Neugebauer models, its calibration consists in the 
calibration of both models and the optimization of the b parameter from a set of patches of 
known spectral reflectance.  
Williams-Clapper model 
The Williams-Clapper model extended to halftones relies on equations (65) or (66) depending 
on whether the reflected light is captured by a radiance detector or, respectively, collected by 
an integrating sphere. Recall that no integral needs to be computed thanks to the approximating 
analytical functions proposed in equations (67) and (68). The reflectance  gr   of the paper 
substrate is deduced from the spectral reflectance of the unprinted paper as in the Clapper-Yule 
model. The spectral transmittances  it   of the colorants are deduced from the spectral 
reflectance of the solid colorant patches by solving numerically the equation, wavelength by 
wavelength, with the appropriate colorant surface coverages, i.e. for colorant i, aj=I =1 and aj≠i 
=0. 
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Ink spreading assessment methods 
Once the spectral parameters are obtained, we can start assessing the dot gain. The 
correspondence between the effective surface coverage of the inks and their nominal ones is 
represented by ink spreading functions as featured in Figure 19. Although each model (except 
the Spectral Neugebauer model) already accounts for optical dot gain, the effective ink surface 
coverages may also compensate for a possible under- or overestimation of optical dot gain. 
Two dot gain assessment methods are possible: the independent ink spreading (IIS) method 
where the spreading of each ink is assessed independently of each other ink, and the 
superposition-dependent ink spreading (SDIS) method where ink superposition configurations 
are taken into account.  
Independent ink spreading (IIS) method 
Each ink i is printed alone on paper at the nominal surface coverages ia = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75, 
which corresponds to the 9 color patches represented in rows B,C and D of Figure 18. Let us 
denote as  ,measi iR a   their respective spectral reflectance. These halftones contain two 
colorants: the ink which should occupy a fractional area ia  and the paper white which should 
occupy the fractional area 1 ia . Applying the model’s equation with these two colorants and 
these surface coverages should yield a predicted spectral reflectance  ,predi iR a   equal to the 
measured one. However, due to the fact that the effective ink surface coverage is different from 
the nominal one, these two reflectances are not the same. We thus fit the effective surface 
coverage 'ia =q so as to minimize the deviation between predicted and measured spectra, by 
quantifying the deviation either by the sum of square differences of the components of the two 
spectra, i.e.  
    730nm 2
0 1 380nm
' arg min , ,pred measi i i i
q
a R q R a
  
       (79) 
or by the sum of square difference of the components of their logarithm, i.e.  
    730nm 2
0 1 380nm
' arg min log , log ,pred measi i i i
q
a R q R a
  
       (80) 
or by the corresponding color difference given e.g. by the CIELAB 94E  metric  
     94
0 1
' arg min , , ,pred measi i i i
q
a E R q R a
 
     (81) 
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Equation (79) is the most classical way of determining the effective surface coverage. Taking 
the log of the spectra as in Equation (80) has the advantage of providing a higher weight to 
lower reflectance values where the visual system is more sensitive to small spectral differences. 
Fitting 'ia  from the color difference metric sometimes improves the prediction accuracy of the 
model in terms of color differences but complicates the optimization. Even at the optimal 
surface coverage 'ia , the difference between the two spectra is rarely zero and provides a first 
indication of the prediction accuracy achievable by the model for the corresponding print setup.  
Once the 9 effective surface coverages are computed, assuming that the effective surface 
coverage is 0, respectively 1, when the nominal surface coverage is 0 (no ink), respectively 1 
(full coverage), we obtain three sets of 'ia  values which, by linear interpolation, yield the 
continuous ink spreading functions if  (Figure 19).  
 
Figure 19. Example of ink spreading curves if  obtained by linear interpolation of the effective 
surface coverages 'ia  which are deduced from measurement of patches with single-ink 
halftones (ink i) printed at nominal surface coverages 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 (IIS method).  
 
As an alternative, one can print halftones at nominal surface coverage 0.5 only and perform 
parabolic interpolation [see equation  (71)]. The number of patches needed for establishing the 
ink spreading curves is then reduced to 3 (row C in Figure 18). 
Superposition-dependent ink spreading (SDIS) method 
As explained in Section 5, one often observes that the amount of ink spreading depends on 
whether the ink halftone is alone on the support or superposed with other inks. In addition to 
the effective surface coverages computed from single-ink halftones alone on paper, the SDIS 
method includes effective surface coverages computed from the single-ink halftones 
superposed with a solid layer of either one or the two other inks. With 3 fitted surface 
coverages per ink spreading curve, 36 color patches need to be printed, represented by the rows 
B to G in Figure 18. 
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The effective surface coverages of the halftones are obtained in the same way as in the IIS 
method, by considering for each halftone the colorant formed by the halftone dot and the 
superposed solid inks and the colorant formed by the superposed solid inks only. We obtain 12 
sets of effective surface coverages, providing 12 ink spreading curves  /' i jq f q  where q and 
q’ are respectively the nominal and the effective surface coverages of the ink and where 
subscript /i j  denotes ink halftone i superposed with solid colorant j (see Figure 20). By 
printing and measuring halftones at nominal surface coverage 0.5 only and by performing 
parabolic interpolation, the required number of patches can be reduced to 12 (rows C and F in 
Figure 18). 
 
Figure 20. Example of ink spreading curves /i jf  obtained by linear interpolation of the 
effective surface coverages i/j'q  which are deduced from reflectance measurements of patches 
with single-ink halftones (ink i) printed at nominal surface coverages 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 and 
superposed with a solid layer of colorant j (SDIS method).  
Prediction 
Once the spectral reflectances and/or transmittances as well as the ink spreading functions are 
acquired and/or computed, the model is calibrated. We can then predict the spectral reflectance 
of halftones for any nominal ink surface coverages c, m, and y. If the dot gain was calibrated 
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using the independent ink spreading method, the ink spreading functions fi directly provide the 
effective surface coverages c', m', and y' of the three inks: 
 
 
 
 
c
m
y
c f c
m f m
y f y
 
 
 
      (82) 
These effective ink surface coverages are plugged into the Demichel equations (3), which 
provide the effective surface coverages of the eight colorants. The general equation of the 
model finally predicts the reflectance spectrum of the considered halftone. 
 
If the dot gain was calibrated using the superposition-dependent ink spreading method, the 
nominal ink surface coverages c, m, and y are converted into effective ink surface coverages c', 
m' and y' by accounting for the superposition-dependent ink spreading. The effective surface 
coverage of each ink is obtained by a weighted average of the ink spreading curves. The 
weights are expressed by the surface coverages of the respective colorants on which the ink 
halftone is superposed. For example, the weight of the ink spreading curve cf  (cyan halftone 
over the white colorant) is proportional to the surface of the underlying white colorant, 
i.e.   1 1m y  . In the case of three halftoned inks, effective surface coverages are obtained 
by performing a few iterations with equations (75): 
 
              
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


               
               
               
 (83) 
For the first iteration, c c  , m m   and y y   are taken as initial values on the right side of 
the equations. The obtained values of c', m' and y' are then inserted again into the right side of 
the equations, which yields new values of c', m', y' and so on, until the values of c', m', y' 
stabilize. The effective surface coverages of the colorants are calculated by plugging the 
obtained values for c', m' and y' into the Demichel equations. The spectral reflectance of the 
considered halftone is finally provided by the general equation of the model.  
Verification 
The prediction accuracy of a model may be verified by comparing predicted and measured 
spectra on a verification set containing representative printed patches covering the color space. 
As comparison metric, we use CIELAB E94, obtained by converting the predicted and 
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measured spectra first into CIE-XYZ tristimulus values, calculated with a D65 illuminant and 
in respect to a 2° standard observer, and then into CIELAB color coordinates using as white 
reference the spectral reflectance of the unprinted paper illuminated with the D65 illuminant.  
In respect to the calibration patches, the deviation of the spectral predictions from the spectral 
measurements gives the prediction accuracy of the considered model. Table 4 shows an 
example issued from samples printed in inkjet at 120 lpi with the Canon Pixma Pro9500 printer 
on supercalendered paper (patch set E of Table 6 in the Appendix). The average E94 color 
differences between measured and predicted spectra obtained with the different models are 
computed first from the 36 patches used for the calibration of the ink spreading functions and 
then from the wider set of representative 125 CMY color patches. Even though the average 
E94 color difference is higher for the 125 patches, the prediction accuracy of the models can 
already be compared from the 36 calibration patches.  
 
Table 4. Average E94 between measured and predicted spectral reflectances with different 
models*  
Model Average E94 computed from 36 calibration patches 
Average E94 computed from 
125 halftone patches 
IS-Neugebauer model 0.92 1.13 
IS-YNSN model (n = 6) 0.48 0.71 
IS-CY model 0.46 0.63 
IS-WC model 0.47 0.62 
*for CMY halftones printed by inkjet at 120 lpi with the Canon Pixma Pro9500 printer on supercalendered 
paper (patch set E of Table 6 in the Appendix) 
 
Regarding the dot gain calibration method, the superposition-dependant ink spreading method 
(SDIS) improves considerably the prediction accuracy of the models compared to the 
independent ink spreading method (IIS). The diagram of Figure 21 shows the prediction 
accuracies where the coordinates of each point represent the prediction accuracies provided by 
the IIS method (in abscissa) and SDIS method (in ordinate). Three models are considered: the 
Yule-Nielsen modified spectral Neugebauer model, the Clapper-Yule model and the Williams-
Clapper model,  each one tested on the halftone patch sets listed in the Appendix. Since all 
points are always below the dotted line of slope 1, we conclude that the SDIS method offers a 
significantly improved prediction accuracy. In many cases, the prediction accuracy is improved 
by a factor of 2 to 3. 
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Figure 21: Comparison between the prediction accuracy offered by independent and 
superposition-dependent ink spreading, for 3 prediction models, for the sets of halftones listed 
in the Appendix. The smaller the E94 difference, the higher the prediction accuracy.  
Cellular Yule-Nielsen corrected Spectral Neugebauer model   
The CYNSN model is calibrated in a similar manner as the YNSN model but relies on different 
spectral reflectances and ink spreading functions. We consider for its calibration the 27 spectral 
reflectances of halftones in which the surface coverage of each ink is 0, 0.5 or 1 (rows A, C F 
and H in Figure 18). The ink spreading functions are calibrated from the spectral reflectance of 
eight halftones in which the surface coverage of the ink halftones are 0.25 and 0.75 (row I in 
Figure 18). These eight halftones are the centers of the subdomains of the ink surface coverage 
space represented in Figure 4a. Each of the eight corresponding spectral reflectances enables 
fitting, in one optimization operation, the three effective surface coverages of respectively the 
cyan, magenta and yellow inks, which are then converted by quadratic interpolation into ink 
spreading functions with parabolic shape. We thus obtain three ink spreading functions per 
subdomain, yielding a total of 24 ink spreading functions.  
Four-ink halftones   
All models presented above can be extended to four ink halftones in a straightforward manner, 
by increasing accordingly the number of spectral parameters and of inks spreading functions. 
The number of colorants (Neugebauer primaries) becomes 24 = 16 instead of 23 = 8 for 3-ink 
halftones, see formula (4). This yields 16 spectral parameters in the SN and YNSN models, 17 
for the Clapper-Yule and Williams-Clapper models (16 ink transmittances attached to the 16 
colorants as well as the paper's intrinsic reflectance).  
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The number of ink spreading functions is 4 (one per ink) for the IIS method and 32 (each of the 
four inks is superposed to the other three inks printed at surface coverages 0 or 1) for the SDIS 
method. Each ink spreading curve is established from three halftones in which one ink is at the 
nominal surface coverages 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75. The IIS and SDIS methods therefore need 12, 
respectively 96 printed halftones. One may also build the ink spreading functions by parabolic 
interpolation, which requires one halftone per ink spreading function (ink printed at 0.5 surface 
coverage superposed with solid layers made of the other inks). This reduces the number of 
halftones to be printed for the calibration of ink spreading curves to 4 for the IIS method and to 
32 for the SDIS method.  
 
In order to calibrate a 4-ink prediction model, the spectral parameters and the effective ink 
surface coverages for creating the ink spreading functions are computed in the same manner as 
for the corresponding 3-ink prediction model. When predicting reflectances in function of 
nominal ink surface coverages, one calculates first the corresponding effective ink surface 
coverages. Then, the surface coverages of the 16 colorants are provided by the 4-ink Demichel 
equations (4). In order to predict the reflectance of the considered 4 ink halftone, the effective 
surface coverages of the colorants, together with the spectral parameters deduced at calibration 
time are given as input into the prediction model extended to 16 colorants.  
 
The 4-ink CYNSN model relies on 24 = 16 subdomains and 34 = 81 colorants (combinations of 
inks printed each one at surface coverage 0, 0.5 or 1). However, only 16 halftones (one for each 
subdomain center) are needed to establish the 4 16 64   ink spreading functions. The ink 
spreading functions are obtained in the same way as for three inks, and predictions are  
performed by adapting the Demichel equations, i.e. by extending Eq. (15) to 4 inks.   
 
In the case where the fourth ink is black, the superposition of it with other inks yields black 
[45]. This reduces the number of ink spreading curves from 32 to 20, see formula (75) and (76). 
Validity of the calibration  
Independently of the selected prediction model, the highest prediction accuracy is achieved 
when the colors are printed on the same support as the calibration patches, with the same inks, 
the same printing system and the same halftoning method. In addition, one should measure with 
the same geometry. If one of these requirements is not fulfilled, in order to avoid inaccurate 
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predictions, the whole calibration procedure should be repeated with the modified parameters. 
The spectral reflectances and transmittances of the models as well as the ink spreading curves 
account for many complex mechanical and optical phenomena occurring during the interaction 
of light, inks and paper. This explains why a calibration performed with a given printing 
support cannot be easily reused for prediction with a different printing support. The 
development of simplified calibration procedures when either the support or the inks are 
replaced by different ones is a major challenge for research in the coming years. The two-by-
two centering model (Section 3.4) represents an important progress since, despite requiring a 
calibration procedure based on a very large number of printed patches, it is valid for any 
halftoning method.  
7. PERFORMANCE OF THE MODELS 
In order to compare the performances of the prediction models, we carried out several tests 
with various patch sets printed with different printing systems and ink primaries, on different 
printing supports at different halftone screen frequencies. These patch sets are described in  the 
Appendix. Prediction accuracy is assessed by the average ΔE94 value computed between 
spectral reflection predictions and measurements over all the colors of each set, and by the 95-
percentile indicating the largest deviations, but excluding the worse 5% predictions which may 
be due to printing defects or measurement errors. The prediction accuracy of the following 
models is given in Table 6 (Appendix) for different patch sets:  
- Cellular Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer (CYNSN) model,  
- Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer (YNSN) model, 
- Clapper-Yule model,  
- Clapper-Yule model extended to low scattering supports (LSCY), 
- Williams-Clapper model extended to halftones. 
 
All non-cellular models are enhanced by the superposition-dependent ink spreading method 
presented in Section 5.  
General tendencies 
For most tested print sets, the prediction accuracy is excellent since the average color 
differences are lower than or close to the perceptibility threshold of ΔE94 = 1. The Cellular 
Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer model (CYNSN) generally provides the best 
accuracy. The other models have a comparable accuracy and show similar accuracy variations 
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as the CYNSN model from one patch set to another. It therefore seems that the prediction 
accuracy does not much depend on the model but rather on the optical properties of the printing 
support, the inks and the printing process. 
 
Best predictions are obtained when the inks are weakly absorbing, as in set F where the ink 
thickness is one quarter of the maximal ink thickness allowed by the inkjet printer, or sets D, E, 
C, L to O and R to V where the relative ink thickness was 1/2 (i.e. half the maximal allowed 
thickness). Ink thickness has a direct influence on the absorbance of the halftone. High 
absorbance emphasizes the optical dot gain as well as secondary optical effects. A second 
condition for a successful prediction is to have nonscattering inks on top of a strongly diffusing 
support. Scattering by the inks is often an issue with electro-photographic printing: the average 
ΔE94 value obtained for set A is higher than the one obtained for set D printed in inkjet or set W 
printed in offset. But the issue of low scattering by the printing support is more problematic. 
None of the models manages to predict correctly the spectral reflectance of colors printed on 
tracing paper which is very weakly scattering (sets P and Q).  
Performance of the surface color prediction models  
For most of the tested print sets presented in Table 6 (Appendix) the best accuracy is provided 
by the Cellular Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer model (CYNSN), followed by the 
Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer model (SDIS-YNSN). The surface color 
prediction models, presented in Section 3, have the advantage to be directly based on measured 
spectra and therefore to incorporate all optical phenomena taking place within the inks, for 
example the retro-reflection of light by the pigments. The non-linear interpolation of these 
measured spectra is based on the free parameter n, which is correlated with the halftone screen 
frequency and therefore represents a measure of light propagation between neighboring ink 
halftones due to multiple reflections and lateral light scattering. However, it may also be 
influenced by further phenomena, such as thickness variation of the ink dot profile [46]. When 
the halftone screen frequency is increased, the fitted optimal n value increases. This appears 
clearly when comparing sets O, P, Q, and R, sets L and M or sets V and W in Table 6. 
   
In order to better understand the capacity of the SDIS-YNSN model to fit the actual 
reflectances of a halftone, we establish a relationship between the attenuation of light due to the 
ink halftone, no attenuation by the ink and maximal attenuation by the corresponding solid ink. 
For this purpose, by denoting as 0R , aR  and 1R  the spectral reflectances of patches where the 
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ink has the respective surface coverages of 0, a and 1, we propose to convert the Yule-Nielsen 
equation written for single ink halftones 
                             1/ 1/0 11 nn naR a R aR               (84) 
into the following equation, obtained by dividing equation (84) by 0R  
    1/0 1 01 nnaR R a a R R            (85) 
This relation of the form  0 1 0a aR R f R R  can be verified experimentally from the 
measurements of 0R , aR  and 1R , which provide as many points as values contained in the 
measured spectra. This relation also enables observing, for the fitted values of a and n, the 
variation of 0aR R  as a function of 1 0R R  from 0 (reflectance 1R  is zero, which means that all 
light is absorbed by the ink) to 1 ( 1R  is equal to 0R , which means that the ink is transparent).  
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Figure 22: Comparison of predicted and measured spectral reflectances of cyan ink printed at 
0.5 nominal surface coverage. Left: diagram representing the curve predicted according to 
equation (85) (black solid curve) and the measured points ( 1 0R R ; 0aR R ) at the different 
wavelengths. Right: measured spectral reflectances of the unprinted paper  0R  , of the 
halftone  aR   and of the solid ink patch  1R  as well as predicted reflectance  ˆaR  of the 
halftone. 
 
Figure 22 shows the example of a cyan ink halftone printed on Canon MP101 mat paper at 0.5 
nominal surface coverage and 0.5 relative ink thickness with the Canon Pixma Pro9500 inkjet 
printer. The spectral reflectances are measured with diffuse-8° geometry, specular reflection 
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included. On the right of the figure, the measured spectra of 0R , aR  and 1R  are plotted as well 
as the predicted spectrum ˆaR  for n = 10 and for the a value fitted so as to minimize the 
deviation from the measured spectrum. On the left of the figure, the theoretical curve 
 0 1 0ˆa aR R f R R  is plotted in solid black line for the same fitted value of a and the same n. 
The red straight line shows how it would vary with this value of a and with n = 1, i.e. according 
to the Spectral Neugebauer model. The black squares correspond to the points ( 1 0R R ; 0aR R ) 
derived from measurements. 
 
In this example, we observe an excellent agreement between prediction and measurement. 
Function af  models perfectly the nonlinear relationship between the reflectances of the 
halftone, the unprinted paper, and the paper fully covered by cyan ink. However, such an 
agreement between prediction and measurement cannot be reached for all types of prints: it 
may occur that no function af  of the form  1/1 nnx a ax   coincides with the points 
( 1 0R R ; 0aR R ) deduced from reflectance measurements, even for optimal values of n and a. In 
such a case, the prediction accuracy provided by the Yule-Nielsen spectral Neugebauer model 
will be poor. However, the prediction accuracy may be significantly improved by using the 
Cellular Yule-Nielsen spectral Neugebauer (CYNSN) model. Since the single ink halftones at 
surface coverage 0.5 are considered as base colorants, the model gains spectral information 
relative to ink halftones which was not contained within the spectral reflectance of the solid 
colorant patches. This explains why the CYNSN model is almost always more accurate than 
the other models (see for example sets A to K in Table 6, Appendix).  
Performance of the phenomenological prediction models 
The Clapper-Yule model and the Williams-Clapper model extended to halftones assume that 
the lateral propagation of light within the paper bulk is larger than the halftone dot period. They 
are therefore theoretically restricted to halftones with high screen frequency. For example, if 
we compare sets V and W printed with the same offset press on the same paper but with 
different screen frequencies, respectively 30 and 60 lines per cm (76 and 152 lpi), predictions 
are better for the set W. However, the experience shows that they may also perform well for 
middle and low screen frequencies (see for example set L where the halftone screen frequency 
is 90 lpi). Sets R to U, which were produced in the same way with different screen frequencies, 
are a counterexample: the prediction accuracy decreases as the screen frequency increases. As 
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in the case of the Yule-Nielsen modified spectral Neugebauer model (SDIS-YNSN model), 
other factors such as the absorbance of the ink or the non-uniformity of the dot profile may in 
some cases have more  impact on the prediction accuracy than the screen frequency.  
 
Table 5. Prediction accuracy of models calibrated from measurements based on the 45°:0° 
geometry for different prediction geometries 
Prediction geometry: 45°:0° geometry de:8° geometry 
SDIS-Clapper-Yule model 0.75 (1.48)* 1.07 (2.16) 
SDIS-Williams-Clapper model 0.89 (1.71) 1.17 (2.28) 
SDIS-YNSN model (n = 10) 0.52 (1.17) 1.45 (3.26) 
*Av. ΔE94 (95-quantile) 
 
One advantage of the phenomenological models is the possibility to adapt the Fresnel terms to 
the measuring geometry used for measurements. This is particularly interesting when we make 
predictions for a geometry different from the one used for calibration. We tested this possibility 
with the 125 halftones printed in inkjet on Canon PP201 glossy paper (set K), by calibrating 
both the Clapper-Yule and Williams-Clapper models (with the superposition-dependent ink 
spreading method) from measurements based on the 45°:0° geometry and making the 
predictions for the de:8° geometry. The predicted spectra are compared with spectra measured 
with the de:8° geometry. The results are given in Table 5. By way of comparison, we also 
tested the capacity of the Yule-Nielsen modified Spectral Neugebauer model enhanced by 
superposition-dependent ink spreading, calibrated with the 45°:0° geometry to predict the 
spectral reflectances observed with a de:8° geometry. Since this latter model provides no way 
of accounting for a change in measuring geometry, it is less accurate than the Clapper-Yule and 
Williams-Clapper models despite the fact that it is more accurate when the same geometry is 
used both for calibration and for prediction. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
This contribution presents the state of the art mainstream models capable of predicting the 
reflectance of halftone prints. These models are capable of predicting with a high accuracy the 
reflectance of multi-ink halftones on a diffuse substrate. They support both low and high-
frequency screens produced according to different halftoning methods. However, model 
calibration should be performed with the same inks, same halftones and same substrate as the 
inks, halftones and substrate used for reflectance prediction. Only the two-by-two spectral 
prediction model calibrated with a given set of inks and substrate is able to predict reflectances 
independently of the halftone screen.  
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Among the cited prediction models one may have to decide which model to choose. The 
prediction accuracy of each model can be checked on a set of calibration and test patches. 
Generally, one may test the prediction accuracy of a model by printing as many patches as 
combinations of ink surface coverage of 0, 0.25 0.5 0.75 and 1. When one needs to account for 
different  illumination and capture geometries, phenomenal models such as the Clapper-Yule 
and the Williams-Clapper models are more adequate. These models also allow to predict the 
change in reflectances as a function of ink thickness variations. For completely transparent 
colorant layers, i.e. colorants transmitting light without scattering effects, the Williams-Clapper 
is theoretically more accurate than the Clapper-Yule model. However, in printing systems using 
slightly scattering inks, there is not much difference between the prediction accuracy of these 
two models.  The ink spreading enhanced cellular Yule-Nielsen spectral prediction model (IS-
CYNSN) offers the highest prediction accuracy. This is due to the fact that it is calibrated with 
pseudo-colorant reflectance measurements at all combinations of 0, 50% and 100% ink surface 
coverages. It can therefore better account for halftones within the color prints.  
 
By applying optimization techniques, the presented prediction models may also be used to fit  
nominal ink surface coverages in order to obtain a given color. For this purpose, one may 
convert a predicted reflectance spectrum to a predicted color, e.g. in the CIELAB color space, 
and vary the ink surface coverages so as to minimize a difference metric between predicted and 
desired color. In the case of 4 inks, fitting ink surface coverages in order to obtain a given color 
is an underdetermined problem. Further criteria should be introduced, such as minimizing the 
contrast within the halftone dots [2], minimizing the usage of inks [1] or minimizing a 
metameric index [3]. An alternative is to reformulate the problem and try to minimize a 
difference metric between desired and predicted reflectance spectra [48], [49].  
 
The presented mainstream prediction models rely on the following hypotheses:  
- interface reflections and refractions are independent of wavelength (the media are 
assumed to be non-dispersive and to have a constant real refractive index over the 
wavelengths of the visible spectrum of light, 
- the substrate is strongly diffusing and only slightly absorbing (Lambertian intrinsic 
reflectance), 
- different wavelengths do not influence one another (e.g. fluorescence phenomena are 
not accounted for), 
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- Interferential and diffractive phenomena have only a very minor impact on the reflected 
or transmitted light 
 
Clearly, these hypotheses are not always fulfilled. For example, rough substrates or small 
particles within the ink layers may introduce interference phenomena. Some substrates may not 
have a Lambertian intrinsic reflectance. Accounting for these phenomena is a challenge for 
future research.  
 
A further research challenge resides in characterizing separately the substrate, the inks and the 
interaction between inks and substrate and using these characterizations to predict the 
reflectance of the substrate printed with the corresponding inks.  
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APPENDIX   
Set A: 125 patches printed at 100 lpi on Canon MP101 170 g/m2 mat paper with the Xerox 
Phaser 6360DN electrophotographic printer with Cyan, Magenta and Yellow inks; measured 
with the 45°:0° geometry.  
Set B: 125 patches printed at 100 lpi on Canon MP101 170 g/m2 mat paper with the Canon 
Pixma Pro9500 Mark II inkjet printer with Cyan, Magenta and Yellow inks at maximal 
thickness1; measured with the di:8° geometry (i.e. the diffuse-eight degree geometry with 
specular component included). 
Set C: Same as B, printed with a relative ink thickness 1/2. 
Set D: 125 patches printed at 120 lpi on Canon MP101 170 g/m2 mat paper with the Canon 
Pixma Pro9500 inkjet printer with Cyan, Magenta and Yellow inks of relative thickness 1/2; 
measured with the di:8° geometry. 
Set E: Same as set D, printed on supercalendered nonfluorescing APCO-II paper from 
Scheufelen Company, Germany. 
Set F: Same as set B, printed on the APCO-II paper with relative ink thickness 1/4. 
Set G: Same as set B, printed on HP Premium 240 g/m2 glossy paper. 
Set H: Same as set B, printed on common 80 g/m2 office paper. 
Set I: 125 patches printed at 150 lpi on Canon PP201 260 g/m2 glossy coated paper, with Cyan, 
Magenta and Yellow inks; measured with the di:8° geometry. 
Set J: Same as set I, measured with the de:8° geometry (diffuse-eight degree geometry with 
specular component excluded). 
Set K: Same as set L, measured with the 45°:0° geometry. 
Set L: 40 patches printed at 90 lpi on the APCO-II paper with the Canon Pixma Pro9500 inkjet 
printer with Cyan, Magenta and Yellow inks at relative ink thickness 1/2; measured with the 
di:8° geometry. 
                                                 
1 The Canon Pixma Pro9500 and Canon Pixma Pro9500 Mark II printers enable printing at different ink 
thicknesses by modifying the number of ink droplets deposited on each pixel of the printed image.  
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Set M: Same as set L, printed at 150 lpi. 
Set N: 40 patches printed at 120 lpi on common office paper 80 g/m2 with the Canon Pixma 
Pro9500 inkjet printer with Cyan, Magenta and Yellow inks at relative ink thickness 1/2; 
measured with the di:8° geometry. 
Set O: Same as set N, printed on Biotop non-fluorescent noncalendered 80 g/m2 paper, a paper 
being noticeably porous. 
Set P: Same as set N, printed on Canson 90 g/m2 tracing paper. 
Set Q: Same as set P, printed at 75 lpi. 
Set R: 729 patches printed at 50 lpi on coated paper with a Canon IP4000 inkjet printer, with 
Cyan, Magenta and Yellow inks; measured with the 45°:0° geometry. 
Set S: Same as set R, printed at 75 lpi. 
Set T: Same as set R, printed at 100 lpi. 
Set U: Same as set R, printed at 125 lpi. 
Set V: 729 patches printed at 75 lpi on coated paper with a Komori offset press, with Cyan, 
Magenta and Yellow inks; measured with the 45°:0° geometry. 
Set W: Same as set V, printed at 150 lpi. 
Set X: 625 patches printed at 100 lpi on Canon MP101 170 g/m2 mat paper with the Canon 
IP4000 inkjet printer with Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and Black inks; measured with the 45°:0° 
geometry. 
Set Y: 625 patches printed at 120 lpi on Canon MP101 170 g/m2 mat paper with the Canon 
Pixma Pro9500 inkjet printer with Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and custom Green inks at relative 
ink thickness 1/2; measured with the 45°:0° geometry. 
Set Z: Same as set Y, printed with Blue, Orange, Yellow and Magenta inks at relative ink 
thickness 1/2. 
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Table 6. Color differences between spectral reflectance measurements and predictions , with superposition dependent ink spreading (SDIS) except for  CYNSN.  
CYNSN YNSN              LSCY Clapper-Yule  Williams-Clapper  
Label Printer, Paper, Patch number / Ink set, Screen frequency, Measuring geometry average (95-Q) n average (95-Q) b average (95-Q) average (95-Q) average (95-Q) 
A Laserjet MP101 125 / CMY 100 lpi 45°:0° 0.89 (2.14) 6.4 1.04 (2.23) 0 1.28 (2.48) 1.28 (2.48) 1.4 (2.74) 
B Inkjeta MP101 125 / CMY 100 lpi di:8° 0.56 (1.38) 10 1,14 (2,42) 0 1.35 (3.42) 1.35 (3.42) 1.39 (3.53) 
C Inkjetc MP101 125 / CMY 100 lpi di:8° 0.15 (0.50) 5 0,22 (0,49) 0.1 0.27 (0.60) 0.32 (0.71) 0.41 (0.78) 
D Inkjetc MP101 125 / CMY 120 lpi di:8° 0.23 (0.63) 10 0.37 (0.93) 0 0.33 (0.71) 0.33 (0.71) 0.33 (0.61) 
E Inkjetc APCO 125 / CMY 120 lpi di:8° 0.20 (0.64) 4.6 0.71 (1.80) 0.2 0.66 (1.54) 0.65 (1.56) 0.63 (1.52) 
F Inkjetd APCO 125 / CMY 100 lpi di:8° 0.21 (0.53) 3 0,33 (0,78) 0.5 0.32 (0.77) 0.38 (0.76) 0.41 (0.80) 
G Inkjeta HPglossy 125 / CMY 100 lpi di:8° 0.64 (1.65) 7,3 1,52 (3,14) 0 2.06 (4.13) 2.06 (4.13) 2.19 (4.35) 
H Inkjeta Office 125 / CMY 100 lpi di:8° 0.70 (1.94) 10 1,08 (2,98) 0 1.12 (2.89) 1.12 (2.89) 1.18 (2.94) 
I Inkjetb PP201 125 / CMY 150 lpi di:8° 0.38 (0.98) 10 0.89 (1.94) 0 0.92 (1.96) 0.92 (1.96) 1.01 (0.92) 
J Inkjetb PP201 125 / CMY 150 lpi de:8° 0.35 (0.81) 3.8 0.67 (1.42) 0 0.93 (1.86) 0.93 (1.86) 1.06 (2.13) 
K Inkjetb PP201 125 / CMY 150 lpi 45°/0° 0.42 (1.05) 3.4 0.52 (1.17) 0 0.75 (1.48) 0.75 (1.48) 0.89 (1.71) 
L Inkjetc APCO 40 / CMY 90 lpi di:8°   4 0.55 (1.11) 0.2 0.49 (0.71) 0.47 (0.83) 0.53 (0.85) 
M Inkjetc APCO 40 / CMY 150 lpi di:8°   7 0.65 (1.11) 0.1 0.51 (1.06) 0.53 (1.10) 0.56 (1.16) 
N Inkjetc Office 40 / CMY 120 lpi di:8°   10 0.70 (1.13) 0 0.50 (0.83) 0.5 (0.83) 0.43 (0.60) 
O Inkjetc Biotop 40 / CMY 120 lpi di:8°   10 0.65 (1.12) 0 0.44 (0.74) 0.44 (0.74) 0.36 (0.47) 
P Inkjetc Tracing 40 / CMY 120 lpi di:8°   10 2.99 (4.58) 0 3.03 (4.66) 3.03 (4.66) 3.00 (4.64) 
Q Inkjetc Tracing 40 / CMY 75 lpi di:8°   10 2.08 (4.27) 0 2.12 (4.36) 2.12 (4.36) 2.11 (4.33) 
R Inkjet Coated 729 / CMY 50 lpi 45°:0° 0.85 (1.80) 2.4 0.87 (1.73) 0.1 0.91 (1.69) 0.9 (1.69) 1.00 (1.92) 
S Inkjet Coated 729 / CMY 75 lpi 45°:0° 0.69 (1.50) 5.5 0.84 (1.69) 0 1.16 (2.15) 1.16 (2.15) 1.37 (2.48) 
T Inkjet Coated 729 / CMY 100 lpi 45°:0° 0.63 (1.22) 6.4 0.88 (1.73) 0 1.32 (2.31) 1.32 (2.31) 1.52 (2.61) 
U Inkjet Coated 729 / CMY 125 lpi 45°:0° 0.69 (1.39) 10 0.92 (1.70) 0 1.52 (2.56) 1.52 (2.56) 1.72 (2.86) 
V Offset Coated 729 / CMY 76 lpi 45°:0° 0.91 (1.89) 1.5 0.63 (1.36) 0.5 0.81 (1.71) 1.26 (2.47) 1.20 (2.28) 
W Offset Coated 729 / CMY 152 lpi 45°:0° 0.76 (1.60) 1.9 0.90 (1.83) 0.2 1.00 (2.03) 0.98 (1.79) 1.06 (1.94) 
X Inkjet MP101 625 / CMYK 100 lpi 45°:0° 0.66 (1.62) 14 1.13 (2.75) 0 1.28 (2.91) 1.28 (2.91) 1.35 (3.07) 
Y Inkjet MP101 625 / CMYG 120 lpi 45°:0° 0.31 (0.79) 100 0.54 (1.11) 0 0.67 (1.30) 0.67 (1.30) 0.69 (1.40) 
Z Inkjet MP101 625 / BOYM 120 lpi 45°:0° 0.36 (0.95) 100 0.60 (1.32) 0 0.85 (1.85) 0.85 (1.85) 0.96 (2.03) 
a Relative ink thickness 1 (maximal ink thickness); bRelative ink thickness 3/4; cRelative ink thickness 1/2; dRelative ink thickness 1/4; 
